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mate of the money loss, railroad men New Haven road." He added, how-
ever, that the "human equation wasR ESCUED 0!RL A MORE SERIOU
strikers, a feat which the adjutant
general declared would be the most
difficult he ever had attempted.
With the exception of the strikers
a considerable factor in the operation
say, la possible.
Work is said to have been resum-
ed la the plants ot seven, big Monte-
rey concerns, which were closed for
several days after the rebel attack.
there, strikers are obeying the adju
REBELS TORTURE
AND MURDER
OFFICERS
FROS! SLAVERS'
CHASE IS USING
GREATEST OF
CARE
CHARGE HAY DE
PRESSED
of any sort of safety device," and
pointed out that many railroads had
reduced, the speed of their fast trains,
thus increasing the safety of travel,
in his judgment, 50 per cent.
He believed that the reduction of
excessive speed was an advantage
not only to the public, but to the
railroads as well, "thus affording an
Diaz Sent to Havana
Vera Cruz, Oct. General Felix! CLUTCHES
'Diaz and his companions put to sea
today ou board the American battle--
ALL BUT THREE OF FIFTY NEW YORK OFICERS FOUND JOsnip Michigan, to which they had
been transferred by Rear Admiral
tant general's orders and delivering
over their arms and ammunition. Lud-
low has shown no disposition, said
the military officer, to act in accord-
ance with the orders which are is-
suing from the militia headquarters.
Conditions at every mine camp and
strikers' colony throughout the dis-
trict lpt night were unusually quiet,
according to reports from the adju-
tant general's tent. The artillery will
move toward Ludlow some time to-
day. General Chase said they would
have orders to halt not closer than
three miles from the tents.
impressive example of the folly of
higa speed competition."
MOUNTED POLICEMEN KILL-
ED NEAR POTOSI
SEPHINE M'LOUGHLIN, AGED
- 14. A PRISONER
ADJUTNT GENERAL IS TRYING
TO DISARM STRIKERS WITH-
OUT FORCE
IS IN THE. LUDLOW COLONY
"It is better policy to run trains
behind time than to take long chan-
ces of accidents," he Baid,
Fletcher from the flagship Louisiana.
The course of the Michigan was laid
for Havana. No puiitc announce-
ment of the departure of the refugees
was made, and friends ot Ueneral Diaz
on shore were unaware Una morning.
CHIHUAHUA IS ABANDONED
UNITED STATES ATTORNEY SC
INTIMATES IN DYANIMTERS'
APPEAL
THE TAKING OF LIVES
HE SAYS PROSECUTION USECS
SUCH EVIDENCE ONLY AS
INCIDENTAL
LOCKED UPIN A FLAT
SHE THREW A NOTE, BEGGING
FOR ASSISTANCE, OUT OF
THE WINDOW
that he had left.FEDERALS GET OUT WHEN THEY
HEAR THAT PANCHO VILLA
IS COMING
THERE HE IS HOLDING A CONFER.
ENCE WITH MINE WORK-
ERS' OFFICIALS
Two German warships, the Hurtha
and the Bremen, are now in this
MESSY TE1ES 10
'.'AVOW TESTIFYING Work Resumed at SteamboatSteamboat Springs, Colo., Oct. 31.
The four large mining companies at
port, tbo firemen having just arrived
from St. Thomas.
NO POLICY IS ANNOUNCED ABDUCTORS ARE ARRESTED Oak Creek the Moffat, Juniper, RoutDECLARES HIS VOICE IS NEEDED
FOR CAMPAIGNING PUR
May Stop at Progresso
Washington, Oct. 31. General Felix
TROOPS ARE uri THE MOVE
WILL BE READY TO OVERPOWER
. MINERS SHOULD SUCH BE
NECESSARY
BHOKE. COMMERCE JMES
EXPLOSIVES WERE CARRIED
FROM ONE STATE TO AN- -'
OTHER ILLEGALLY
Diaz and his party are bound to a
PRESIDENT WILSON AND ADVIS-
ERS SAY NOTHING ON MEX-
ICAN SITUATION
THESE INCLUDE A GIRL WHO
DISAPPEARED FROM HOME
SOME TIME AGO
point off Progresso, Yucatan, where
they will be transferred to a New
County and Yampa Valley fuel com-
panies today posted notices that op-
erations would be resumed on Mon-
day. The mines have been closed
since the beginning of the coal min-
ers' strike. Sheriff Chlvington today
swore in deputies to give protection
to the miners who will go to work on
Monday. The mines under normal
conditions employ 450 men.
Will Not Recognize Union
The notices state that the com-
panies positively refuse to recognize
the union, but that they will make
Chicago, Oct. 31. In answer to $
request of the court that tha govern-
ment show proof that the dynamiters!
POSES
New York, pot. 31. Charles F. Mur-
phy, leader of Tammany Hall, was
among the witnesses cited to appear
at the John Doe proceedings
Into the charges of corruption against
Tammany, made by John A. Hennes-s- y
in recent speeches in behalf of
the fusion ticket in the mayorality
campaign. The hearing, set for late
this afternoon before Chief Magis-
trate McAdoo, concerns mainly the
allegations as to caraaign contribu- -
York and Cuba mail steamship. This "
report reached the navy depart- - New York, Oct. 31. Josephine M-
oment today in a dispatch from Rear Lcughlin, 14 years eld, missing for aAdmiral Fletcher, commanding the j week and for whom the police hadAmerican Bquadron in Mexican wa- - been asked to search, was rescued s.
The battleship Michigan, car-.da- y from two alleged traffickers in
rying the refugees, should reach Pro- - women who had kept her prisonergresso tomorrow. 'since the night of her disappearance.Admiral Fletcher did not say on 'A note Implorins aid was written hv
convicted in the McNamara plots
specifically intended to and did ear
ry explosives on passenger ' trains.
District Attorney C. W. Miller of In-
diana today argued before the United!
San Luis Potosi, Mexico, Oct 31.
A force of 6C0 revolutionists yesterday
rounded up, tortured ana killed 47
out of 50 mounted policemen sent
from this place to protect a ranch.
Their mutilated bodies were in many
cases hung on trees. The three po-
licemen who escaped returned here.
Bodiest- - of revolutionists today
threatened communication between
here and Aguas Calientes. A train
left that town this morning carrying
a heavy guard and rapid fin guns.
numerous other concessions and thatthe girl this morning and Dushed States circuit court of appeals thatthrough the shutters of a window. It tions any former employes can return to
work on these terms. The concessions
Denver, Oct. 31. Actual efforts to
disarm the strikers in the Ludlow tent
coiouy will not be made until tomor-
row. This was the information re-
ceived today by Governor Ammons
from Adjutant General Chase. At the
time the governor was in long dis-
tance telephone communication with
General Chase, the latter f.as in Lud"
low tent colony with Job.''. II. Ljwison.
an official of the Suited .M'uo Work-
ers of America,
Negotiations for the yea', if u; sur-
render of arms by the strikers were
under' way, and, it was said, these
would continue throughout the day.
It was not the intention of General
Chase to have the troops, which ear-
lier left Trinidad, enter the tent col-
ony today. General Chase reported
wnat vessel the refugees Would .sail
and no mention was made of their
ultimate destination.
Wilson Discusses Policy
In every Instance in which the do--fluttered down before the feet of a
citizen who notified the police. Afresident Wilson and Counsellor BDectacular raid nf tha rviana fn
tails of a dynamiting had been shown,
the dynamite had been carried inter-
state on a passenger train.
The record showed at least ,"10 such,
Instances, he said, and there' was no
evidence of any explosion, the dyna-
mite tor which had been transported
made by the companies are as follows:
Scales will be provided.
Railroad fare between Oakhill and
Phippsburg will he abolished.
Miners can board, room and trade
where they please.
Two paydays a month will be given.
All provisions of the state mining
laws will be observed.
Wages will be increased to the fol- -
Hennessy visited the trtstrict attor-
ney this afternoon and asked to be
excused from testifying until next
week, explaining; that he wanted to
save his voice on account of several
campaign speechces which he is to
make tonight. He said further that
he expected to go to Syracuse to
speak, and begged to be allowed to
postpone his testimony. Mr. Whitman
declined to rant his request, saying
that his presence was imperative.
John Bassett Moore, of the state de-- ' ed, and two prisoners were taken,
partment, 'today discussed the Mexi-- i The girl told the police that she
can situation at length. As most of .left her mother's home on the nightthe members of the cabinet were of October 23 with a young man she
away, there was no session o'f the had met a few days previously, to
official family. Since the! tend a dance. Her escort took her
president will go to Prinector N. J instead, to the flat from which she
to vote next Tuesday there will be; was rescued. There she met a man
in any other manner. The govern
ment based Us case on 17 transporta
to the governor that the situation was tions of nitroglycerin and eight of
Chihuahua Is Evacuated
Dallas, Tex., Oct. 31. A dispatch
to the Dallas-'New- s from El Paso to-
day says Chihuahua City was evac-
uated by federals yesterday, leaving
the city open to capture without re-
sistance by Pancho Villa's rebels.
Villa's men had occupied, the outskirts
of Chihuahua before the abandon-
ment. The federals were said to have
retreated toward Juarez. The dispatch
adds:
"Thousands of American and Mexi-
can citizens who were unable to
board the ten troop trains are panic
stricken. They have no means of
quiet, ,no cabinet meeting except for infor-- and a woman who confiscated her
1 lowing scale: Hand mining, 55 cents j dynamite, he said, and all these ot-- '
a ton; machine mining, 28 cents a Uen8eB occurred within the ve.ar diir.Agreement Is Reachedmation. In the interval it is not like- - clothes and watched her closely. Thia afternoon the governor slated ton; underground labor, 40 cents an l mg wMcb. the Los An-'rt- es Tv"ly that any plan of action will be dls-- ,
'
John Hamilton, a driver, one of the
cussed at a cabinet meeting until late eirl'a alleged captors, was locked up wv.g blojv m,f'T m cents an hour; building.M1 a dav of time wtiiothat General Chaae and John R.
Law- - hour; tlpplemen
' son had reached an, agreement where-- 1 inclasaUed labo
"toy tho strikers in. the LwHow tent riomrs.Mil 1next week. There was nothing toindiatf any proppeets of earlier ac- - on a charge of abduction. A. girlcompanion was charged wLUi dlsov-- t' rtlrvn.T Vlrt!.. t.tl ' Tbo aior untan 1j seek a wwml ofutm. air. aioore uiu not uiscuas n.s derly conduct.. She said her namej pj I ;
olicejf Utit kfiCffl WfMHjth militia, ioworrow.
' '
JUovinn Trooos to iutiiow I
talk with the president. wae Elizabeth Clark, and the a S&u 0 itMti . connoted 1 1 t tonThe president had no other engage- - Hearching their records, found that her
f.ril I ' -- Til Hi f;Ji ,,lhe btupmeat ce ii ea and nor.BIG j Trinidad, Colo., Oct. 31. The pla-- jtoon of artillery and the troops off
'cavalry which were dispa tched to
ments today, planning to devote him-- , disappearance from home had been
self for the most part to the Mexican j reported a month ago by her father
situation and the currency problem. and that a general alarm for her, too,jhad been issued.
on evidence of the distraction LU'o
CONVENTION IN INDIANAPO
POLIS ADOPTS STRONG
RESOLUTIONS and property, Mr. Miller told thaLmdlow this morning by Adjutant SH 0WED ,T T0 HOWEVER, court. He said the details of the exGeneral John Chase for the purpose ON plosion weer gone Into only to showIndianapolis, Oct. 31; The new re AS HE WAS "FRED"
HER ACCOUNTof forcing a disarmament of the strik
getting away from the stricken city
and fear is held for their lives. Many
believe that followers of Qrozco will
be given no quarter by Villa during
the occupation of, the state capital.
What few residents of the city have
horses and wagons are following in
the wake of the military trains, car-
rying all their possessions with them.
"The fear for Orozco's sympathizers
Is based on resentment-expresse- by
rebels" against him for fighting In the
federal army.." j
Francisco Esquadero, chief of the
that the Iron Workers' union had a
motive to destroy "open shop" con
Villa Advances on the City The poliee are seeking the young
Mexico City, Oct. 31. An army of man who toohj the McTx,UghIin girl
2,000 rebels commanded by General tQ tne jat : ,frFrancisco Villa, known as "Panchco," j ' '
is advancing today on the qity of
Chihuahua, having eluded he federal 11' j IT CI kVV UmhS
commanded hv four irenerals. llUI I L U Lfl I L llllllLUU
Washington, Oct. 31. Mrs. Wood- - tractors.
row Wilson has taken an active In Mr. Miller named Kmene A. Clancy
of San Francisco and Henry W. Leg-lletn- er,
formerly of Denver, us ac
terest in the betterment of conditions
under which girls and women work
here in the various departments of
the government.
VIM I", )F fliU'itDHl
,
Francisco Castro, Marcelo Caravero, j
Javier Rojas and Orphinel, who were j
trying to check the advance of the
ers in that district were ordered back
to the Trinidad camp at noon today.
General Chase announced that no
further attempt to disarm the Ludlow
strikers' would be made pending the
parley between the general, John
R. Lawson, district organizer of the
United Mine Workers of America,
and Governor E. M Ammons.
All troops in the Walsenburg and
Trinidad district will move on special
trains to Ludlow tomorrow morning
to collect arms and ammunition, ac
tually having promoted tha shipment
of explosives, in addition, to beingrlfiiwirtiTiAnt vf fnreien rotations for It leaked out today that she maderebe,a Signing on Jim- -the constitutionalists in Mexico, tele-- 1 guilty with. President Frank M. Ryaa
a tour througn tne big governmentjnez MRS. GRAtt btAL HAo HtOLIVtu
General Villa is now In the vicinltv THREATENING LETTERSgraphed their headquarters here
to-- of the Iron Workers' union In th
general conspiracy.printing office yesterday without reRECENTLY vealing her identity, and thought the The argument will end today, when
day from Hermoslllo that the feder-
als had evacuated the city of Chihua-
hua on the approach of Pancho Villa
and the constitutionalists troops.
woman workers did not have suffi
the court will take the appeal under
advisement.cient space in the retiring or rest
of Parral. The railroad between Jim-ine- z
and Santa Rosalia has been bad-
ly damaged, and the federal troops are
obliged to proceed overland, a task
which hitherto they have not succeed-
ed In accomplishing well.
cording to a statement issued by
port of the policy commission of the
National Convention of Methodist Mer
was adopted unanimously today ana
without debate. Bishop W. F. Mc-
Dowell, of Chicago, who read the re-
port, asked that it be accepted with-
out debate, so that the support of
the message would not be destroyed.
The report, In brief, declares for a
campaign of personal evangelism;
for the bringing tip of the youth In
the church ; for the dedication of one-tent- h
of their Income to the church;
for the hearty support of all boards
created by the church; to assist in
civic, industrial, social and education-
al uplift and to the action
of the general church on higher edu-
cation; for large funds for poorly paid
ministers' and for the cause of e.
The resolutions also contain a
statement, made yesterday, pleading
for the evangelizing of the world
and accepting responsibility for
people.
Before the adoption of the report,
an attempt was made to include a
rooms. She Is said to have urged
the president to help improve
Spokane, Wash., Oct. 31 Mrs.
Grace Deal, who was the govern-
ment's chief witness Into the prose-
cution of Max Fried on white slavery
charges at Butte, Mont., died In a
'
hospital here today from pistol
wounds inflicted last night, she said,
by M. A. Devon, while she was in a
hotel at Eureka, Mont. Before being
Mrs. Wilson also urged Postmaster special mwm
CREW OF BURNING
General Burleson to Improve the mail
bag repair office of the postofflce de-
partment. She recently visited the
Juarez Says Report Is Fake
El Paso, Tex., Oct. 31. No news
has reached either El Paso or Juarez
bf the Wvacution of Chihuahua City
by the federals or of an attack by
the rebels.
The rebels are known to have been
close to the city yesterday afternoon.
Juarez officials this morning claimed
to 'be in communication with Chihua-
hua by wire. They say the city is
establishment and Is reported tois 0VESSEL have become convinced that moreem precaution ought to be taken to pre-
vent tuberculosis.
JUDGE POLLOCK SAYS AFFAIRS
OF THE BANKRUPT ROAD
MUST BE SETTLED jA lively little sequel to Mrs. Wil
put on the train for Spokane she is
lis said to have identiifed Devon,
j A sister of the woman said Mrs.
iBeal had written her that since she
testified aaglnst Pried, who was
she had received threatening
letters. Devon is under arrestat Eu-- i
reka.
General Chase this afternoon. Every
precaution will be made for a possi-
ble clash, since reports have been
received that numbers of Greek strik-
ers will refuse the requests of their
leaders to turn in their arms and will
resist the militia.
Undersecret orders a platoon of artil-
lery, escorted by two troops of cav-
alry, left Trinidad this morning and
moved! in the direction of Ludlow.
The object of the movement is to dis-
arm the 1,200 or more strikers of the
Ludlow tent colony.
Reports received by Adjutant (Jen-era- !
Chase say that the strikers are
in an ugly mood. All the women and
children are said to have been remov-
ed from the camp. Troubles is feared
when an attempt Is made to relieve
the strikers of their rifles, and the ar-
rival of the soldiers is expected to be
a signal for a battle or an exodus to
the hills, where the problem of rounds
HAMBURG AMERICAN LINER RES-
CUES MEN FROM FRENCH
BAR K PATRIE
quet and that, there are no trains on I Kansas City, Oct 31. The question
son's visit developed today. When
Public Printer Ford heard of Mrs.
Wilson's visit he discharged H. E.
Terry, tho messenger who conducted
of ownership of the Kansas City,
Mexico & Orient railway cannot b
settled and the reorganization of tha
company completed until tie con'lict--
Hamburg, Germany, Oct. 31. Twen
the line between Juarez and Chihua-
hua. Yesterday trains were reported
made up and ready to take the troops
out of Chihuahua for the north north,
in the event of a rebel attack.
o of the 25 men in the crew of Mrs. Wilson through the building, on
the grounds he had not brought the tag claims of the bondholders' amithe French hark Patrie were rescued HI II flfl Fl TD k
today in mid-ocea- n by the Hamburg- - iiflll ilsJtU I tlft president's wife to him
resolution in behalf of the superan-
nuated ministers, but this failed.
Another resolution introduced by
the business committee urged the
laity to assist the district superin-
tendents in adopting the new finan-
cial scheme in all the churches.
Bishop McDowell, in acknowledging
the report, said all the activities of
the churchc were not included, for
i the construction companies eniso".!Terry explained that he asked Mrs.
.. . . in finlshlna tn rnsiit ara !rr,l!-nfc.'..- tnn i Fflnn hit 1U Tfil "RUN TOO RAPIDLY Wilson lO VlMl ruiua uiuio, uui.
American liner Kron Prinzessin Ce-cili-
The liner found the Patrie burning
and disabled in mid-ocea- according
to wireless dispatches. The German
Rebels Retire from Monterey
Mexico City, Oct. 31. The rebel
force which for several days had been
In Monterey, has been driven
from the vicinity of the city,
out. This decision was uiada toa'uj
by Judgo John C. Pollock of the fed
era! court In Kansas City, Kas.
Wilson demurred, saying she wished
no special attentions. Ford, however,
RAILWAY COMMISSIONER SAYS
LESS SPEED IS NEEDED FORaccording to private and railroad tele- - captain launched the boats and took the reason the committee did not wish jng them up will be still more serious.
to burden it with details to the ex-- : Troops and artillery are movingSAFETYoff the crew. Three of the French
Jmlga Pollock appointed Cli
llisted of Kansas City, pi
examiner to In vee titrate bpA f'
proofs of the claims of fermdho
and construction com. i,U
ClUSlon 01 ItS spiritual wrai. SlOWiy, wun ma ku.vu.uj iciuum- -sailors had been washed overboard
and drowned just before the arrival of "This Is not a convention for the g, and it Is not expected that the
tinBtn! of thm tariff' bill or for the nnionv will be reached until late to--
maintained that Terry'a failure to
make known the visit of the presi-
dent's wife was a breach of disci-
pline.
When the story pot around the
capiiul there were several hurried
telephone calls to the White House.
Mrs. Wilson took a hand in the pro-
ceedings, and after Secretary Tumul-
ty had given directions to the print-
ing office, Terry promptly was put
back on his job.
1Orient cocrany v. at i! i'i
of receivers Ii r t 1i, 1 ""J '
eral co irt " , 1 r
receive' 3 for th n s
sthe' liner. ,.
The Patrie was a vessel of 300 tons'
displacement and hailed from Fe-
camp, France. The Kron Prlnzessin
Cecilie Is on the way here from
Mexico.
revising of the currency," said the
bishop. "It is a convention solely
for stimulating interest in the king-
dom of God."
day. '
To Disarm Whole Colony
Adjutant General Chase, after a
conference with his staff this morn-
ing, decided to enter the Ludlow
strikers' colony, where more than
armed men have been staying
since the strike was called, and pro-
ceed with the disarmament of the col
grams received at the capital.
Several hundred federal troops un-
der Generals Tellez and Maas reached
the city today after a nine days' trip
from Laredo.
The first accurate report of the de-
struction of railroad property by the
revolutionists at Monterey which
reached the offices of the Mexican
National railway here yesterday,
shows that 657 freight cars, three
passenger coaches and 17 locomotives
were consumed, and that 17 freight
cars were partially consumed. The
shops, machinery and round house of
the Mexican Central were destroyed.
Many of the cars destroyed were
loaded with merchandise. No esti- -
Washington, Oct. 31 Means of
obtaining the highest degree of safe-
ty in railroad travel formed the key-
note of today's final proceedings at
the annual convention of the Nation-
al Association of Railway Commis-
sioners. Commissioner Kilpatrlck of
Illinois, in a report on "Safety Ap-
pliances," urged immediate and de-
finite action looking toward greater
safety In railway travel.
Commissioner Sague of New York
was of the opinion that the operation
of the standard signaling system with
the .overlap "would have prevented
most of the recent accidents on the
ties in At - "'1 a ' 1
and Oklahoma on 1 hi '
11 rece. Kj 1 iii
erty. Alojt - i r
are in oi ' on 1
expensr Ju 1
bogtin an ef;rit v
a;:alnt ta n '
proper' v r I 1
PERCY LAMBERT KILLED
London, Oct 31. Percy Lambert,
holder of many world's automobile
GENERAL BOOTH ARRIVES
New York, Oct. 31. William Bram-we- ll
Booth, who succeeded his father
as head of the Salvation Army, arriv-
ed in New York today on his first,
visit to America. He will go direct
to Winnipeg ar,d Toronto, and will
then return to the United States, stop-
ping first at Chicago.
WOOD IS PROMOTED
New York, Oct. 31. F. H. Wood,
who has been general attorney for
the Frisco lines, has been appointed
general attorney and commerce coun-
sel of the Southern Pacific company,
effective November 1. Ha succeeds
James G. Wilson, resigned.
ony. Conferences continued during
the day looting toward the formula-
tion of plans by which the troops
could (:iter ' T.urtlow wi'hw.t :rco!;!-tatin;;- ,
a battle between thorn aud tit
speed- records, wa s killed on the
nrooUnnda motor r?c track today,
whit making an effort to break tne
one-hou- r rteord.
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FRANKEL FIFTEEN $1523 ffl
Are (he embodiment of all you can desire in clothing.
The monstrous difference from other high-grad- e clothes lies in its price-S- 15
FRANKEL FIFTEEN, America's Greatest $15.00 Suits and Overcoats means
to you the fulfillment of your most critical clothes wants at the nominal price of
$15.00 with the additional Surety of the Frankel System Guarantee.
ANY GARMENT WHICH DISAPPOINTS ITS WEARER
IN SERVICE WILL BE REPLACED F R E B
FASHIONS-Alwa- ys "Present-day- "
FABRICS-Alwa- ys pure wooMhoroughly shrunk
WORKMANSHIP-Alwa- ys hand tailored throughout
Truly Remarkable Garments at a Truly Remarkable Price
FRANKEL FIFTEEN
America's Greatest $15.00 Clothes
It
Tfranko. system clothes
"FRANKEL TWENTY"
SUITS
will jive you the greatest return for your
money of any suits made. Style and
quality combined to the greatest possible
degree they look well, wear well and
keep their shape. They nnpart that dressy
appearance which marks the man of dis
criminating taste in selecting his clothes.
Let us show you these wonderful garments.
"Frankel Twenty"
America's Greatest $20 Suit
"FRANKEL TWENTY"
OVERCOATS
possess all the style that is possible to any
garment and the highest class workmanship.
Made from the finest jrade of fabrics
they possess that distinct individuality so
aiuch desired by the well dressed man.
"Frankel Twenty"
America's Gieatest$20Coat
Laa VGas'LeadingStoro
SootK5idGPla5a JEstablished. 1862
i
ir,
ssssaaraHHHi
no better evidence of wis truth ex- - netting on cold nights whenof the state. Thesas City Journal. a PresidenUWilprosperous portion
News says:
The Tax Situation
Four Injunction cases were due to
livered at Mobile, Ala., Mr. Daniels
refers to it with glowing admirationESTABLISHED 1879.
possible to reach the plnon nut which
was lodged right in the larynx. The
surgeon, In desperation finally took a
jack-nlf- cleaning it as best he could,
and made an incision, hoping that he
could find a way for breathing. But
it was no use. The child choked to
death. ,
as the MODiie aeeiarauon. rruu- -
chicks were young.
"They were safe from rats, and al-
so escaped the lice and mites that
threaten the life of spring-hatche- d
chicks. This experience may have
been exceptional or even accidental,
but as far as it goes it is perfect
proof of the practicability of fall-hatch- ed
chicks when cared for as
ably the president had no thought
be filed yesterday against County As-
sessor Herbert and the enforcement
of the order of the state board of
Published By
TM OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
(Incorporated.)
whatever of delivering a dictum that
would go thundering down the corri-
dors of time as something of epochal
importance, for all that he assumed
the little cluster of thirteen colonies
strung along the Atlantic coast our
country has expanded enormously.
But every step of expansion was made
in the face of bitter opposition and
prophecies of disaster. President
Wilson's policy is not to be belittled.
In all probability an ultimate settle-
ment of the accumulating troubles
of Mexico will be reached during his
administration, and this decision to
make no forcible territorial acquisi-
tions doubtless will be adhered to in
this settlement But as an "addi-
tion" to the Monroe doctrine either
"logioal" or "necessary." the "Mobile
equalization raising the assessment
of the county something over a mil-
lion dollars above that fixed by the
board of county commissioners. We
are informed that other suits will be
.EDITORM. PADGETT..-.- -. to say was that it Is e.t present the
American purpose not to acquire an
other Inch of territory by conquest.
had business in Los Lunas yester-
day, was forced to witness one of the
most distressing tragedies of recent
days In New Mexico.
Mr. Yanow, who made the trip
down on the morning train, was
standing In the street when the
old son of Antonio Ardisata, Elislo,
passed by on his way to school. The
school bells were just ringing and
Elislo, with others, was running 'to be
on time, .when he Bwallowed a pinon
nut, shell and all.
The nut stuck in the child's throat,
interrupting breathing and he began
to choke. Doctors were hastily call-
ed but came without operating cases,
and before a case of Instruments could
be secured the child had died of stran-
gulation.
"It is one of the most pitiful acci-
dents I have known of," said Mr.
Yanow this morning. "Apparently no-
thing could be done for the little boy.
He simply died because it was Im
filed In the course of a few days, This same "addition to the Monroe
doctrine" has been preached' before.protecting other lines of value, andthat the whole matter will be pushed
to an early test.
President Cleveland said something
of the kind and President McKinley
stated the proposition In different
The changeable weather of early
tall brings on coughs and colds that
have a weakening effect on the sys-
tem, and may become chronic. Use
Foley's Honey' and Tar Compound.
It has a very soothing and healing ef-
fect on the irritated and inflamed air
passages, and will help very quickly.
It Is a well known family medicine
that gives results. O. O. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
While the holding up of the lists
Entered st the postoffice at East.
Ls Vegas, New Meiico, lor trans-
mission through, the IJnited States
walls s second class matter.
Stomach Trouble and Constipation
Cured
"I was sick for three years with
stomach trouble and constipation, doc-
tored continually with different physi-
cians, with only temporary relief,"
says Mrs. Hester Waite, of Antwerp,
Ohio. "A friend advised me to try
Chamberlain's Tablets, which I did,
and continued to use them for one
year, and they completely cured me,
not only of the stomach trouble but
also of the constipation." For sale
by all dealers. Adv.
ing.
for a time may be a hardship to some is of no historic signifi--words. But even McKinley was not declaration
permitted to hold to this policy, any cance.lines of the public service, such
as
the schools for example, it is a good
and a wholesome thing to test the
more than Wilson wouia be if tneTERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
v Dally, by Carrier whole matter as to whether the state
or the county boards are supreme in CURRENT MAGAZINES CHOKES ON PINONAlbuquerque, N. M., Oct.
Yanow, jeweler and loan agent, whothis line.
Per Copy ...$'.05
C" One Week 16
V, One Month 65
rino Year 7.B0
In the case of Chaves county the f 4'
How Winter Chickens That are
tide of events should carry us on to
a new "manifest destiny." It does
not lie within the authority of Presi-
dent Wilson to hind this country to
any foreign policy beyond his own
term of office, although wnat he may
say cannot fail to have weight as a
policy for the democratic party to
espouse. At the present time there Is
no indication that the United States
is looking with greedy eys upon
Dally, by Mail
One Tear 6.00
It Months 8.00
Born In Fall
In the "Poultry Raising" depart-
ment of the current issue of Farm
and Fireside appears a report of how
a New Hampshire poultryman raised,
CAPITAL PAID IN
100,000.00
valuations were fixed by. a county
board which thoroughly understands
the conditions, and is perfectly com-
petent to pass upon the value of
every foot of land in the county. The
valuations they fixed were Just as
high as the conditions warranted, In
some cases the limit being very close-
ly approached. To boost It further
Is in many cases little less than con
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
GROWER "ff Z-i- T VXr- -r. 1 CSy,Una Yea
HIt Mnrithn 0
vi4
any part of Mexico. But In MicKin- - j without artificial heat, 12 chicks that
ley's time no one dreamed that we were hatched last fall. Following is
should ever acquire the Panama canal an extract from the report:
zone. As an expression of his admin- - He constructed what he called a
Istratlve views the declaration ofjea brooder which was nothingPresident Wilson was Interesting and more than a long, rectangular box
important. But it is exactly what on iegs as illustrated. There are no
(Cast, m Advance for Mall Subscrip fiscation, and it is time to find out
tions.) J M. Cunningham, President B.- - T. Hoskins, Cashier.
K S. Lewis. Ass't CashFrank Springer,Kemii by draft, check or money
we will not
whether the courts will allow that
excessive raise to stand.
There Is in this action no debate
of the necessity of a state-wid- e re-
form in the matter of renditions.
- responnlMe for loss.
SDeclmtn copies free on applica--
V ED O .A. S
On Time Deposits
partitions Inside, but in one end a
nest of hay was made; the rest of
the floor was covered with saw oust
to the depth, of one Inch. October
last year in New Hampshire was
marked by cold nights and sunny
Interest PaJdChaves county has always been fair
in this direction, and lias never failed
to collect the taxes Imposed upon It,
but it has gotten tired of being made
a good thing of. There Is only one
cL , PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
PAID FOR
wav tn dp.termine the matter, and that
isis to appeal to the courts, which
being done. ,
advertise are guaranteed the
largest daily nd weekly circulation
of any ne'?iiiper In .northern New
Mexico.
had been expected, ana for this reason
is devoid of being In any way sensa-
tional. Our policy of n
in Mexico, so far as it could be con-
sidered a fixed and permanent one,
existed long before Preuldent Wilson
became chief executive and It may
continue long after he has retired.
But there can be no doubt that In
many minds there is a growing be-
lief that circumstances may arise
which will warrant our looking upon
some part of the Mexican republic
with the eye of conquest. That time
has not come and it may never come.
Perhaps It would be a serious blunder
on our part td think of such a con-
tingency In connection with our pres-
ent relations with Mexico. But the
fact remains that neither President
WHsdn nor anybody else can set
down a rule to which the country
LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BAPJK
CAPITAL STOCK - - $30,000 00
.
'
...
Office With (he San Miguel National Bank
BOLSTERING UP MONROE
days. The chicks were kept In their
' box the first ten days, and after that
were allowed to run at large with the
hen, which was a careful mother,
i
"They were fed hard-boile- d eggs
.when young, then Graham crackers,
then chick feed and 'later the feed giv-
en other poultry. '
: "For results every one of the 12
chicks lived through the winter. Six
i of them proved to be pullets. Two
began laying the middle of April, and
the first of May all were laying.
Their age was thus six and one-ha-
to seven months when they laid their
TELEPHONES
Business Office Main 2
Newt Department ..Main 9
In what apparently was an attempt
to place a crown of immortality upon
President Wilson's head as a states-
man worthy to rank in historic assoFRIDAY, OCTOBER 31, '1913.
ciation wits. James Monroe, Decre
Win. Q. HAYDOiN
H. W, KELLY
D. T. HOSKINS
President
Vice President
Treasurer
llrsl eBBH- - luo UB11The careers ofmust forever adhere.
tory of the Kavy Josephus Daniels
declared with a fine burst of enthu-
siasm that Wilson's reference to
America's attitude toward Mexico was
"a lopieal and necessary addition to
the Monroe doctjinr," says the Kan- -
CHAVES HAS A KICK
The RoBwell Morning News points
out that Chaves county has been done
an injustice by tho action of the state
Jifiaid of ('!:i!lxi!ricn regarding that
INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITSsimilar .111 lne nen nouH3 ttIlu u" tsviainations are In many respects
jj. was given tub neu ur m uukm exto the careers of individuals.
cept to place burlap, over the wireleast they are full of surprises, and
i. - j '
LAS VE0A8 DAILY OPTIC, FRIDAY, OCTOBER 31, 1913. THfttx
aeDpCTORCLAXTON WILL BE
GUEST OF THE
TEACHERS
TAX SITUATION IS
BECOMING
CRITICAL
will attend the meeting this year to
press the claims of the Ancient City
for the gathering.
The association will consider a
great many matters of importance.
Among them Is the codification of the
school law. There are now some 360
pages of laws relating to schools,
some superannuated and some vague
and obBCure. The educators want to
get; the lot reduced to about 60 pages
or less and then they want a number
of amendments and improvements
'ffmrrr- f gfjPr. Zews rfjAcr
INJUNCTION SUITS AND LITIGA-
TION REPORTED FROM ALL
OVER THE STATE
For Biscuit, Pies
Muffins, Waffles,
and Home Baking
Success and
Satisfaction
One Heaping
Teaspoonful's
The questions answered below are
general in character. The Tymptoma
or diseases are given and the ans-
wers will apply to any case of sim-
ilar nature.
Those wishing further advice free,
may address Dr. Lewlp Baker, Col-
lege Bldg., Collegc-Elwo- od Sts., Day-
ton, C, enclosing
stamped envelope for reply. Full
name and address must be given, but
only initials or fictitious name W'l
be used In my answers. The pre-
scriptions can be filled ft any well-stocke- d
drug store. Any druggist
can order of dealer.
made. It Is possible that the associa-
tion as a body will approprlata funds
for this codification and for securing
needed legislation..
Owing to the demand for time to
teach agriculture and domestic
science, it is likely that the course of
study, for the grammar grades will
have to be simplified, and the associa-
tion will consider this at length.
Enough
w
UNITED STATES COMMISSIONER
OF EDUCATION TO ATTEND
AM N UAL MEETING
Albuquerque, N. M., Oct 31 Phil-
ander Priestley Claxton, United States
commissioner of education and one
of the brainiest and most progressive
men who ever occupied that position,
will be the most distinguished visitor
at the sessions of the New Mexico
Educational association in this city
November 23 to 26 next. Dr. Claxton
has evinced a warm Interest In the
educational progress and development
of New Mexico and1 his presence at
the meeting here will add considerable
enthusiasm and inspiration to the
sessions. Dr. Claxton and Governor
McDonald will both speak on Monday
night of convention week.
Health Club is the purest,
strongest and most econom-
ical Baking Powder obtain-
able at any price.
Neuralgia of the face, shoulder,
bands or feet requires a powerful
remedy that will penertate the flesh.
P.ALLARD'S SNOW LINIMENT pos
Wnly
.
UueLent
an nOunce
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct 30. The new
tax law, the powers of the state board
of equalization, the duties of the
county assessor, and the whole tax
situation generally are soon to be pret-
ty well aired, and tested In the vari-
ous courts of the state judging from
the notices of preliminary action said
to be contemplated by taxpayers in
various counties.
Just how these taxpayers expect
the state to run is hard to see, al-
though there is no disputing the fact
that the expense of running the state
government is much more than that
of the territory. For instance there is
one item of $135,000 alone in Interest
and sinking funds, due to the various
bond issues provided for by the state
constitution. There is also $140,000
additional increase in state expenses
outside of the interest and sinking
fund Item, and a deficiency appropria-
tion of about $35,000.
Arizona has a taxable valuation of
$375,000,000, while New Mexico last
year had $72,000,000, while with the
sesses that power. Rubbed tn where
the pain is felt is all that is necessary
lo relieve suffering and restore nor-
ma! conditions. Price 25c, 50c and
31.00 per bottle. Sold by Central
Onu; Co. Adv. ,
"Old Soldier" writes: "I would like
to know what to do for rheumatism,
as I am so crippled that I cannot
walk, please answer at once."
Answer: Here is the best remedy
for rheumatism that is known, and if
taken according to directions you
will soon be out again and be strong
and well. Get 2, drams of iodide of
potassium; 4 drams sodium salicylate,
oz. wine of colchicum, 1 oz. comp.
essence cardiol, 1 oz. comp, fluid
balmwort and 5 ozs. of syrup sarsa- -
best known remedy for the blood.
They are made from sulphur, cream
of tarter and herb medicines which
act directly on the blood purifying
it, thus causing the pimples to dis-
appear and the skin to become fresh
and healthy looking. These sulpherb
tablets are packed In sealed tubes
and can be bought at any drug store.
They will also relieve your kidney
trouble and indigestion.'
"Mrs. O." The best remedy for
Other Interesting features of the
READY TO RACE AT PIMLICO
Baltimore, Oct. 31 Everything is
in readiness at the Pimlico race track
elaborate general program will be the
reception Tuesday afternoon by the
Woman's club and the Parent-Teach-erss- 's
association; the special enter-
tainment furnished the visitors Tues
j bedwetting in children is to give themday night at the opera house and the
for the opening of the fall meeting
of the Maryland Jockey club. An ex-
cellent program and the presence of
a large number of thoroughbreds are
expected to result in one of the most
successful meetings that the club has
parilla comp. Mix and take a
at meal time and again be-
fore going to bed.
10 to 15 drops In water before meals
of the following: Tincture cubebs, 1
dram; tincture rhus aromatic, 2
drams, and comp, fluid balmwort, 1
i
also be located at the club. So will
the office of the association's heads
and the executive committee.
Publicity Service
A new venture with the association,
and one sure to be deepiy appreciated,
is the publicity service. Last year it
was an eternal scramble to "'set the
dope" on Prof. Somebody-or-other'- s
Laura" says: "Some time ago Ineid in recent years. The feature
contracted a very severe cold and
cough. I have tried many remedies,
events on the opening day will be the
Inaugural steeplechase for
and the Wisomico purse for but they do not seem to help me at
oz.
"Audry" writes: "For the past
year I have suffered greatly with ca-
tarrh. It has affected my blood,
stomach and bowels to such an cx--
speech, to get a cut of Bill Jenka, the ' olds and upward,
highbrow lecturer, or to find out,
ail. I wish you would advise me what
to do."
Answer: What you need Is a laxa
tive cough syrup, one that will drive
the cold from your system. The fol-
lowing prescription will check your
tries than have ever before been the
case and the large size of the crowd
will be an inspiration to the speakers.
Another feature which will be of
interest to the teachers is the educa-
tional Institution headquarters which
will be maintained by each of the big
state schools. To these all old stu-
dents are Invited and social reunions
will be held at them.
A state spelling bee will be held,
each educator being urged to bring
whatever pupils he has that he be-
lieves are exceptionally good at spell-
ing. Not only will this attract at-
tention and interest but it will dis-
prove the belief that modern schools
do not teach spelling, It Is expected.
Executive offices will be maintained
at the Commercial club, where ade-
quate office facilities will be provided
for the rush of teachers eager to reg-
ister. Last year the registering
teachers swamped the officials who
were handling this work. This year
it is planned to have plenty of room
and several officials on duty all the
time, bo that there will be no crowd-
ing. The bureau of information, an
important feature with visitors, will
raises made by the state board of
equalization, New Mexico now has but
$91,000,000. ,
The "Imperial County of Chaves,"
that is imperial in every connection
but taxes, is about to father a move-
ment to enjoin the county assessor
from making the raises called for by
the state board of equalization. At
least so say the reports of the situa-
tion as printed in the newspapers:
The following item appeared in the
Record of Tuesday, while the Morning
News of that day had an even longer
story on the subject:
Preliminary steps were taken thla
afternoon by the Roswell Retailers'
and Business Men's association to en-
join the county assessor from chang
meeting of the "Hoolies" organiza-
tion, the Gridiron club of the educa-
tors following that entertainment.
Chief Clerk Asplund of the state
education department, who left for
Santa Fe on the afternoon train, was
most enthusiastic In his comment on
the progress being made by the men
of the organization and of the Com-
mercial club who are making the ar-
rangements for I the convention.
Arrangements have been made for
a low railroad rate for the teachers,
to begin early enough to let them ar-
rive here Thursday night and with a
limit of ten days, warch will allow
those wishing to do so to stop over
here until December 2. Arrange-
ments have also been made for the
teachers to attend the Arizona-Ne-
Mexico football game Thursday aft-
ernoon at no cost to themselves.
This Is expected to be a great induce-
ment to keep them over until after
tie oratorical contest Wednesday
night.
This contest will likely be the best
ever held. There are many more en- -
cold and cough: Get a 2Vt oz. pack-
age of concentrated essence mentho-laxcn- e
and make according to direc-
tions on the bottle. Take a' teaspoon-fu- l
every hour or two or until your
NATIONAL W. C. T. U. IN SESSION
Asbury Park, N. J., Oct 31. More
than five hundred delegates and as
many more visitors filled the Casino
here today when the fortieth annual
convention of the National Woman's
Christian Temperance Union was for-
mally opened. The delegates came
from every state In the union. In
addition many of the foreign dele-
gates who took part in the world's
convention In Brooklyn last week are
here. The chief feature of today's
program was the annual address of
Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens of Maine, the
tell me a cure?"
Answer: I heartily recommend the
use of antiseptic vilane powder for
the relief of catarrh. First ask your
druggist for a 2 oz. package of vi-
lane powder; then thoroughly cleanse
the nostrils with the following 'wash:
One-hal- f teaspoonful of the powder
to a pint of warm water. Use this
several times a day by snuffing the
water from the palm of the hand
cold Is better. This will relieve you
to meet and where. This year the
teachers are to have a real brass-boun-
actual bona fide publicity serv-
ice, and thereby will gain the approval
of the press.
Ballot Box Election
While as in former years nominations
for the different offices will be made
from the floor, ballots will be cast in
a .box provided for that purpose, and
each voter's certificate number and
name will be checked off in a poll
book when the vote is cast, just as
though the election was a municipal
or state affair. , a
One more rival for next year's con-
vention has been discovered in Santa
Fe. Jose D. Sena, it was stated today,
in a very few days.
'
"Stenographer" writes: '"I can
scarcely do my work on account of through, the nostrils; after which,
make a balm by mixing a teaspoonfuling the county books to conform wlthithe Instructions of the state board of the
terrible distress In my stomach
after eating. I have a heavy feeling
in niy stomach, and gas forms. I am
of vilane powder with, one ounce of
equalization. Secretary Toms of the
president of the national organization.
New Orleans, Indianapolis and Atlanta
are engaged in a spirited contest for
the next convention. .
lard or vaseline and apply to the .nos
association circulated a petition this also constipated. trils dally. Internal treatment for
the Btomaoh. bowels and blood sVmia.afternoon to secure the pledges and Answer: This condition if neglect- -the action will probably be tiled to ed may cause appendictis. You should le used. Syrup of sarsaparllUi m up.morrow In the district court.I'lwiimiiliitiiit. inmii!iiimt'ninif begin at once and take tablets trio-- 4 ozs.; comp. fluid balmwort. 5 i,. ,It la planned to bring suit In the dis
trict court lor au Injunction, to re peptlne, which can be bought lu any I fluid ext. buchu, X oz. Mix and. s'u
u- -.
drug store at email cost. They areW'eU tatea & tfcius'pcoiifttl tour "'
packed 'la sealed cartons wt(h full dl--J day. " - i ,
' I! strain the assessor from makingr any
'raises in the valution of the property recti'ons accompanying tho paefc&ffe.lIn the county. The Ketailers associa I am ure many cases of appendictis "Sorrowful May says: "Mytion wil! probably make its tight only could be prevented by the use of trta-i- s covered with (Janilrwff, my lia.'ragainst the raising of the valuation on peptine.merchandise. Reports were currentlllllf"'1 oily and straggling. Please help imso that I may look like other girls. '
Answer: You can very easily "look
f j!rC"""'M II
' I
'"i.;.';:iiiiiif.iiK I
..Kllllllliu,,,. I
this afternoon that other property
"A. R." writes: "Please send me
V
X S
holders In the county were preparinggOJIIIfil a prescription for a good tonic. Ito institute similar proceedings to pre like other girls" if you will get at the
drug store a 4 oz. jar of plain yellowam weak and languid all the time,Try this vent a raise In the valuation of agrit! have no appentite and cannot sleepr 'iiuiiii, i"'II1 Ml Hu. cultural lands' and other property.
Water Filing Approved
State Engineer James A. French to- -
minyol and use it regularly accord-
ing to the directions given. It will
stop your dandruff and make your
hair soft and fluffy and make it grow.
at night."
Answer: Obtain the following in-
gredients from your druggist and take
uiiu yuu win see
convenience of using This treatment differs from all others
'
v and I have actually seen the most
wonderful transformations when peo-
ple; have used this only two or three
for several weeks and you will be
strong and healthy. Syrup of
comp. 5 ozs.; tincture
comp., 1 oz. (not cardamon)
and take a teaspoonful before each
meal. Shake well before taking.
day approved the water filing of Matt
Sparks, of Folsom, N. M., for 2.5 sec-
ond feet from the Dry Cimarron for
the irrigation of 35 acres in Twp.. ?.D
north, range 28 east.
Road Gang Moves
The convict gang which for a long
times.
"Ann" writes: "Could you pre
time was working on the road at Lamy
and which finish their work at Can- -
yoncito today or tomorrow will then
Miss Beatrice asks: "Will you
please prescribe for one who is too
fleshy so that about .30 pounds can
be taken off?"
Answer: Obtain of any well-stocke- d
druggist a tube of arbo- -
go to Tecolote, where they will con-
tinue the repairing of the Santa
road.
Fry onions in deep Cottolene; then cook French Fried
Potatoes in the same Cottolene; then use this self-sam-e
Cottolene, either before or after cooling, for doughnuts, deli- -'
cate fritters, fried mush, or anything you please.
scribe something to increase my
weight? I am tall and thin to such
an embarrassing degree that I am fre-
quently subjected to slighting re-
marks."
Answer: Hypo-Nuclan- e tablets
have been prescribed with great suc-
cess as indicated by gratifying let-
ters from hundreds of girls who suf
llene tablets and take regularly asNew Corporation
The Albuquerque Film Manufactur per directions accompanying same.
Many of my patients have reduced atThis is but one of manv wavs in whirh HnffnlpnA cqvpo mnnmr ; fiAv. M wwi.wwaw.aw tMVVkJ AXlVJilLy V AM.M U1Vi Ti. i tt , . . . . . J fiwPt. JUJIJNK ir trnps mnrn Trmpr man lo-r- nr minor onH nnniM
ing company filed incorporation pa-
pers today. The office of tke company
will be at Albuquerque, and G. P.
Hamilton , Is the agent. The capital
stock is $50,000, divided into $100
to digest Order a pail of Cottolene, today; also sendfor the valuable FREE Recipe Book, "Home Helps." If y
the rate of a pound a day without
any ill results.
"Unhappy Man" writes: "I suffer
constantly with headaches, indiges-
tion and kidney trouble. My skin is
pimply and oily."
Answer: Three grain sulpherb
tablets (not sulphur tablets) Is the!
fer as you do. These taWeta can be
purchased in sealed packages from
any well-stocke- d drug store and full
directions are given inside. These
should be taken regularly for about
two months, and you will be surpris-
ed to note the coolr in your cheeks
and lips and your weight should In-
crease from 15 to 30 poundu.
shares, and It commences business
with $3,000 paid ins, and held 1 theV ''EH!!!!!!:
following: G. P. Hamilton, 10 shares;(TOV the n.k. FAIRBAN K company'ifll W. E. Rogers, 10 Bhares, and H. F.V" IV CHICAGO Connelly, 10 shares, all ofK ill' j P" III,,,.lllliliimmiii l i,. ,P rf" .i"
illiiiiiiii'1 , Instructions Regarding Income Tax
Internal Revenue Collector ; Otero Unappropriated Landsll":ii:,i'":,i.. Ki'l"!'...."i. .H ii ir i,H 'r : II
...
Kill)
"!""- ... .... has received the following telegram Surveyor General John W. March
from Commissioner of Internal Reve-
nue Osborne: "Time for taking out
license and filing bonds for collecting
has received a printed circular from
the department of the interior show-
ing the vacant lands In New Mexico.
im at t 1V1 . v ,,V irJr ; asp? .It jF
Do You Dread Your Meals?
Your food does you Httlo good when
you have no desire for It, when you
dread meal time. What you need is
Chamberlain's Tablets. They will
sharpen your appetite, strengthen
your digestion., and give you ,a relish
for your meals. For sale by ali deal-
ers, Adv.
rt I . .11 "I. I I" II ...lib II!
.Ill '('. J I Ii I 'i.'lf (Il'll. 'I li.r - I.l'l. HI ..... lisi 'II j' .ill' l, foreign items under income tax law
. i '
. fi i.
,.''i"i extends to December 1, 1913. Appli
cation to collector for license required
i.l'j 1,1' TV 11111111111111 ,. K jimw 1 -- i .
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FACES "WHil " I
Cincinnati, O., ("'
Bhepard wo .ir, i, n
court today to su.i 1
violation of f -
law. Shepard h ::
taken r
from hon'"3 ri :
ton, O,, for i iui
iii'1'1'l , . h- i-
-- ipi; mi, ifi'i'jHfl:
The total number of acres of survey-
ed land which has been unappropria-
ted is 20,927,792; unsurveyed, 10,370,-S29- ;
making a total of 31.29S.621. The
totals in land districts are as follows:
Clayton, 652,562 (all surveyed.)
Fort Sumner, 1,927,328 (all survey-
ed.)
Las Crnces, 8,195,002 (surveyed);
3,916,970 (unsurveyed.)
Roswell, 3,424,071 (surveyed); 4,335-- ,
406 (unsurveyed.)
Santa Fe, 6,277,978 (surveyed);
(unsurveyed.)
Tucumcari, 460,231 (surveyed); 43,-28- 0
(unsurveyed.)
Most of the land Is suited to graz-
ing, though some of it is classed as
"mountainous and timber." Very lit-
tle of it is listed as agricultural.
J J I
i HI
before doing business."
Hearing Saturday
The Montezuma Trust company, of
Albuquerque, in an order issued yes-
terday by Judge Raynolds of the dis-
trict court, is directed to show cause
Saturday morning why a receivet
should not be appointed. The order
recites that the attorney general ap-
plied for a receiver to "wind up'" the
business of the bank.
School Census
The 1913 school census of San
Miguel county is 7,836, according to a
report received at the state educa-
tional department today from County
Superintendent M. F. Dps Marais.
IRffl S.'T- Wflt.. 'Hiili.j.':.' it!!." ;i Hi'IiW" 'It Stop ooutjriin;-an-wornr lhHOREHOUND f4 tion, r
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RAILHfAY.Mffl.il
ASK FOR II
PAY
SHEEP IN DON'T
ENTERTAIN HIGH
HOPES
ALARM CLOCKS
SUNRISE... 90cts
SPASMODIC. SI. 0
DIG BEN1 ....... $2.50
AUTOMATIC. $3.00
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TOPEKA OFFICIALS SAY THEY
ARE IN DISMAY OVER
THE PROSPECT
THE OUTLOOK FOR PROSPERITY
IN THE WOOL BUSINESS
IS NOT GOOD
Growing Children Need a Mild Lax-
ative to Foster Regular Bowel
Movement
As a child grows older it requires
more and more personal attention
from the mother, and as the functions
of the bowels are of the utmost im-
portance to health, great attention
should be paid to them.
Diet is of great Importance, and the
mother should watch the effect of cer-
tain foods. A foou will constipate
one and not another, and so we have a
healthy food like eggs causing bilious-
ness to thousands, and a wholesome
fruit like bauanas constipating many.
It is also to be considered that tne
child is growing, and great changes
are taking place in the young man
or young woman. The system has not
yet settled itself to its later routine.
MEW YORK IS OVERLOOKING A
VALUABLE CHANCE TO MAKE
A SAVING
New York, Oct. 31. Father Knick-
erbocker has just discovered that he
la the greatest waster of waste pa-
per in the world. So enormous Is
the amount which he throws away
that there are more than 150 firms
In New York enfracprt In eiiHierlnir
Topeka, Kas., Oct. 31.- - Railway of-
ficials in Topeka have received word
of new wage demands from the fire-
men and engineers of western lines
demands that will increase the pay- -
rrvlla. Kir mr,a tVion tfltnrtAAftnnL
.,r ..JMARIE DEY
It together and selling It. Its value
is estimated to be. greater than the
Income of any European ruler. At a
onservative estimate, at least 40,000
porkers pushcart men, drivers, sort
Albuquerque, Oct 31. Local traders
are not optimistic over the outlook
for the sheep industry in New Mexico
during the next few months. In fact
they are gloomy and may be said to
furnish the only gloomy note in a
general chorus of New Mexico cheer-
fulness.
There may be improvement in the
market for lambs, and there may not.
The dealers do not know. The own-
ers hope so. Thus far it must be ad-
mitted that the season has been dull
and that the outlook is not as favor-
able as it should be.
Only one of four sheep men inter-
viewed by the Evening Herald, saw
anything hopeful in the immediate
future. This one did not want to be
quoted. In fact, after the manner of
sheep dealers, none of them wanted
to be quoted.
and shorts accordingly began to pick
up stocks before the session ended.
This buying imparted renewed firm-
ness to the final ; operations. The
last, sales were:
Amalgamated Copper 72
Sugar, bid : ..107
Atchison, ex. div.... 92
Reading 160
Southern Pacific 87
Union Pacific 150
United States Steel 56
United States Steel, pfd 107
time at small expense. A good many
sheep have been sold but shipping
will not begin until next month. There
are some buyers here, not many, but
there have been a good many here
who have left. The shipping would
be done now but that the buyers do
not want the expense of feeding them
a long time."
Still another reticent sheep dealer
declared that conditions were very
bad. He seemed to think those who
had sold sheep were fortunate and
said that winter range would be poor
and hard-t-o find. He advocated thin-
ning of flocks to the minimum.
augurate an entirely new basis on
which to carry out the contracts for
pay in the future. Representatives of
the engineers and firemen on the
Rock Island, and Santa Fe have been
informed of the federation commit-
tee's plan and a meeting with the
general managers will be arranged
for in November..
Officials of the Rock Island and
Santa Fe have been notified of the
expiration of the present agreements.
They have .been notified that these
agreements will terminate November
10. As a result thejt demand a new
contract that will add .$50,000,000 to
the expenses of the western railroads
and affect 40,000 engineers and fire-
men from Chicago and St. Louis to
the Pacific coast.
It Is known that the railways, as
usual, will refuse to grant an in
A very valuable remedy at this
stage, and one which every growiug
boy and girl should be given often or
occasionally, according to the individ-
ual circumstances, Is Dr. Caldwell's
Syrup Pepsin. This is a 'axative and
tonic combined, so mild that it is giv-
en to little babies, and yei equally ef-
fective in the most robust constitution.
At the first sign of a tendency to con-
stipation give a small dose of Syrup
Pepsin at night on retiring, and
action will follow in the morn-
ing. It not only acts on the etomach
where the growth and development
must be watched. Little Marie has
thrived especially well on Dr. Cald-
well's Syrup Pepsin. Mr. Dey consid-
ers It the right laxative for young and
old and has found none better for
young children.
The use. of Dr. Caldwell's Syrup
Pepsin will teach you to avoid cathar-
tics, ealts and pills as they are too
harsh for the majority and their ef-
fect is only temporary. Syrup Pepsin
brings permanent results, and it can
be conveniently obtained of any near-
by druggist at fifty cents and one
dollar a bottle. Results are always
guaranteed or money will be refunded.
Families wishing to try a free sam-
ple bottle can obtain it postpaid by
addressing Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 419
Washington St., Monticello, 111. A
postal card with ; your name and ad
ers, buyers and experts are engag-
ed In this industry throughout the
greater city. More than 100,000 tons
or waste paper is collected every week
a year crop of nearly six millions
of tons. The principal factor in this
field Is the Salvation Army, which
for years has solicited old clo'thes
and magazines for the 'down and
outers' taken into Its homes. Un-
doubtedly the tons of magazines and
newspapers given and offered to its
wagons led to the adoption of house
5 o house gathering of waste paper
S3 a means of for the
thousands of homeless and jobless
and bowels but its tonic properties
Luild up and strengthen the system
generally, which is an opinion shared
i 1... HfM TVr nif TtlrtrtTttftolrt TST crease in pay. Local officials and repmen whom the army undertakes to vy iuia, uvuu ui uivuuii.iu, .J. He has a large family and at ages resentatives of the Brotherhood of Lodress on it will do.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Oct. 31 Wheat bulged to-
day, owing to predictions that world's
shipments would be light. Opening
prices here were !4 higher, with
a subsequent additional hardening of
values. The close, was steady at a
shade to net advance.
Better weather and easier foreign
quotations eased corn, but the mar-
ket later rallied with wheat. First
sales, which ranged Worn de-
cline to a shade advance, were fol-
lowed by a rise all around to last
There is a margin, according to one
dealer, of about half a cent a pound
between growers and buyers. Sales
are comparatively few. There are but
two sheep buyers rn town, whereas
generally they are here in large num-
bers at this time of the year.
The situation is very dull, accord-
ing to G. A. Garcia, of the wool and
sheep firm of that name. "No sheep
are being shipped1 now," he said,
"though we look for some shipments
next month. Sheep are in poor con-
dition and (growers will probably wait
a month to get them in better shape."
Charles Chadwick, of another firm,
uelp to help themselves. In more re
cent years, realizing the possibilities
for pofit In the business, the army
Walters Refuse tips
Is the millenium at hand? New ILLOGICAL THINGlas established a number of thorough- -
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, Oct. 31. Sentiment was
decidedly pessimistic again today,
chiefly because of the depressing
news bearing on financial, industrial
and political considerations. There
was no essentially new feature In the
day's developments, but the informa-
tion which the street relies upon in
formulating speculative opinion was of
the same unfavorable nature as that
which has been received daily for
some time past.
Professionals dislodged stocks at
will, and the only impediment to the
decline was Intermittent buying for
the short account.
Call money opened at 6 per cent and
comotive Engineers and the Brother-
hood of Locomtive Firemen and
do not anticipate a strike as
a result of the refusal to meet the
demands. It Is customary for the
brotherhoods to ask for plenty, the
railroads to deny all and1 an arbitra-
tion committee to wave the flag of
truce and bring peace between the
York's union of waiters has declared
against tipping and is holding mass
meetings and otherwise working out GIVES PLAYplans to abolish the nuisance. Al Thenight's level, or well above.
said that there was little business, due
ready nearly half the 6,000 active un-
ion waiters here have signed petitions
to the legislature to make it a mis ICHAR employe and employer.
close was steady to
cent under last night.
Despite a vigorous attack by
to a money flurry last week and that
there are but few sheep buyers here. theThe odd feature of this year's arbidemeanor to tip to waiter or for a tration is the fact tnat the railroaod He declared that all sheep could be
sold but that it would have to be at
it' equipped plants in various parts of
the city, each one with stables and
sorting and baling rooms,' and also
with . living accommodations for Us
Workers.
To Stop Repeaters
.
No small job on its hands has New
York's Honest Ballot association to
eliminate the usual 50,000 to 100,000
illegal votes from next. Tuesday's
election returns. Ballot box stuffing
in Gotham is restricted neither aa to
locality nor as to method. Any one
jor more of old or new tricks are
likely to be put over at any of the
thousands of voting places in the city.
officials as well as the brotherhoods
a price fixed by the buyer. "There is
AUGUSTIN McHUGH STRIKES
POPULAR CHORD IN "OF-
FICER 666"
waiter to accept a tip and to provide
a punishment to fit the crime, a year's
Imprisonment or a $500 fine or both.
The waiters have the enthusiastic
backing of the commercial travelers'!
bears, the oats- - market rose from the
outset, and offerings were promptly
taken.
The provision market was weak on
account of a setback in the hog mar-
ket. Earliest transactions in provi
at least half a cent margin between
are dissatisfied with the present con-
tracts. When both eides welcome an
adjustment of wage schedules and
working conditions, it is promised that
buyer and owner," he said. "Specu
renewals were made at that figure,
compared with 5 per cent yesterday.
Active selling was confined largely to
the first hour, and after that time the
list held Bteady, with quotations
lators who bought early in the sea-
son will lose about the same amountorganization. The average wage
of
a beautiful battle will be waged be sions varied from unchanged figureswaiters hear is $25. a month. Some per pound. In all the years I havetween the opposing forces in confer
Mr. Augustin McHugh, the author
of "Officer 6CG," the play being talked
about by all America, has, in pre-
senting this dramatic surprise, appar-
ently shattered all the traditions of
receive more but many less. For the 'ence. 'difference between this wage and a The engineers and firemen of the 54decent living tbey must depend uponContracts for such jobs are made
and plans laid months ahead in fact,'
roads entered Into the demands have
recommended that the tractive powertips, which they claim is prejudicial; the stage, and the public seems toglory in the work. This, in view ofto self respect. Hence, they will deme game belongs to that underworld
which never sleeps. However, under
and a weight upon drivers of a loco-
motive be the basis for computing thethe fact that his farce has been writmand wages of $80 or thereabout, ten in true dramatic form into whichpresent lawB, the voting frauds are
been here I have never seen a year
so bad as this one."
Another sheep man who is well
known here, but who requested that
his name not be used, said the mar-
ket was "fair to middling." "The de-
mand (his year," he said, "is for high
grade sheep. The buyers want sheep
which will take little feeding to put
them in shape, sheep that weigh 60
pounds or over. Feed is too high this
year for the 'long feed' that they have
given In former years, when a course
variation in pay, instead ot cylinder
diameter, as has been the case sinceif not wholly, confined to 11 he has woven many tense melodra
evfen if the advance has to be added
to the already high restaurant rates.
Gotham to Try Chicago's Thrift
The teaching of thrift In New York
to IVi cents off, but later showed a
recovery. The closing quotations were
as follows:
Wheat, Dec. 86; May 90.
Corn, Dec. 70; May 71.
Oats, Dec. 38; May 42.
Pork, Jan. $20.12; May $20.17.
Lard, Jan. $10.65; May $10.82.
Ribs, Jan. $10.65; May $10.77.
Andrew Furuseth, president of the
International Seamen's union, has
been appointed recently by the presi-
dent of the United States as one of
the commissioners to represent the
American government at the London
conference on safety at sea.
matic moments of the most thrfllingles'al registrations and to the voting
slightly above the lowest. Bonds were
easy.
The market held its ground well in
the face of a 10 per cent money rate,
loss by the banks to the
of $6,000,000 and expectation of an
unfavorable bank, statement tomor-
row. '
Weak spots were unconvered again
and the market yielded, despite some
relaxation in the call money rate.
Pressure was not very effective Out-
side of Reading.
The market closed steady. Earlier
decline in prices was regarded as
having pretty well discounted the
developments in the money market
nature, and accomplished this soby crooks on registered names before
the advent of the larger type of en-
gines. By adopting the tractive basis
no change In weight can be made.
The chairman of each road has no
enhnnia la nronosed and a represen skillfully that the result is a sourcethe Voters themselves arrive. So this
tative of the organization which has! of keen enjoyment.
Dronosed it, S. W. Straus, of Chicago, tified the officials of the result and
of roughage was given them beforethat it is desired to open schedules towho is chairman of the organization
committee of the American Society
for Thrift, is about to descend upon
make ohajnges in Jconformity with
the action of the committee and to
they were finished off for the block.
Now the buyers want sheep that can
be got ready for the block in a shortNew York to push along the Idea. advise the committee of tme General
Managers' association of the voteConferences have been arranged and
others are to be arranged which will cast and of the desire of the two
n association, backed by
men and women of wealth and in-
fluence, has enlisted the services of
3,000 college men to purge the regis-
tration rolls of repeaters and floaters
by looking them up between regis-
tration and election days and verify-
ing their residence at the addresses
given, and by being on hand at elec-
tion day to bag those who attempt to
vote illegally, and combat other abus-
es.
Easy Cigar Money
The Incomes of many New York
financiers from directors' fees alone
keep him busy talking thrift to edu brotherhoods to meet ' the general
cators and charity workers, corpora managers at their earliest convenience
to decide upon the proposed new basistion managers and others, for several
days. The American Society for of pay.
Thrift, from the headquarters in It is presumed that it will be next
Chicago, has started a nation-wid- e month or early in December before the
canvass to find out what is to be done conference will te held. It Is believ-
ed that the greatest increase will come
to the smaller lines and on the small-
er branches of the important corpora
In "Officer 6G6," which appears at
the Duncan opera house November 17,
Mr. McHugh has made his characters
fit the lightning like rapidity of the
play's action. The wealth of inci-
dent, comic, tragic, pathetic and me-
lodramatic, Is scattered through the
three acts with lavish prodigality by
the hero who loves at first, sight, de-
fends his home, foils the villain and
wins the lovely girl, who is the booty
coveted more than the priceless paint-
ings the masquerading thief attempts
to steal. These central figures are
aided and abetted by loyal friends,
whose devotion, not always judicious-
ly shown, involves them' in apparent-
ly hopeless tangles, which, about to
be righted, are suddenly and unex-
pectedly thrown into still greater con-
fusion.
This is one
.
of the many charms
of Mr. MoHugh's work. He always
does the Illogical thing, ' That is to
say, just ,as the audience has decided
that a certain course of action is
bound to follow, he1 ingeniously makes
use of one wholly different and much
more effective. And it is all done so
quickly and so plausibly that the
would be sufficient to keep the wolf
from their doors. The usual fee paid 1 ,;, QOOD-- " I
about the prodigal tendency complain-
ed of from one end of the country
to the other, and to get steps taken
to awaken notions of
thrift at least among the rising gen
"by the larger corporations for attend tions.
eration. The New York school, super--
ing a meeting is $20, though a few
pay more and the majority of the cor-
porations distribute tens and fives
among "those present." There are
mmm bust im mot
AX BACHARACH'Sprobably scores whose fees amountyearly to four to five thousand do-llars and several who thus add eight
indents and principals have been re-
cipients of many of the initial bulle-
tins sent out by the society in which
the announcement Is made that school
children will be given cash prizes for
the best definition of thrift and the
best story of typical thrift received
before November IS.
to ten thousand to their packet chalge. 1LY VAN
It is claimed by the engineers and
firemen that there is remarkable vari-
ation in the rate of remuneration on
the western roads and that the pro-
posed conference will establish a uni-
form ecale regardless of the mileage
of the road, the new, rate being gov-
erned solely by the tractive force of
the locomotive.
The Topeka officials are viewing
the mwement for an increase in pay
with dismay owing to the greatly: in-
creased operating expenses of late
years and the inability to advance
rates and earnings in proportion.
8000 III I til' SUGUtS I IUUOThe largest income from this source
approximately $13,500 annually is
enjoyed by a close associate of the
late "Czar of Wall Street," who has
a policy of never missing a directors
meeting unavoidably, it being his de- -
'slre to keep in close touch with his
various Interests, and he is said, also,
GLOVES FOR BOYS,
GIRLS AND WQMfcN
65c Wool Gloves.. ..49c
50c Wool Gloves . ' . 39c
35c Wool Gloves.. 28c
Coif Style
BOY SCOUT SHOES
Offered at Reduced Prices for the
First Time Monday Only
$3.00 Values, Sizes 2J to 6. per pair. .$2.65
$3.50 Values, Sizes 2J to 6, p?r pair. . 2.85
$2.50 Values, Sizes 2J to 2, per pair- -. 2 10
We Want fori t Know thesw Shaeg?
BOY'S PULL DOWN
WINTER CAPS
65c Values ..... 49c
75c Values 58c
1. OQ. Values ..79c
'i ' AH Wool ,
to keep a sharp eye for his fee when
Suit has been brought in the courts
of Rhode Island by an to
recover from prison labor contractors
wages for his labor during imprison-
ment. The suit is based on the clause
of the state's constitution which pro-
hibits slavery. Should the case be
successful 'it is believed it will do
away with the contract system in the
prisons not only in Rhode Mand, but
in every other state where it exists.
ever In attendance. This gentleman
is a director of 57 active railroad,
liankang and industrial Corporations.
...Two Stamps $13,000 rillli
Over $2,000,000 is the estimated
market value of the postage stamps
shown in New York this week at the
CKILDHEN'S UNDERWEAR
63c Union SuiJs, Fleeced, Boys or Girls
Each
WOMEN'S SWEATERS
$1.00 All Wool Sweaters, Grey, Cardinal
or White, All Sizes, Each G2.QQ
International Stamp Exhibition, which
wonder .is how it was all brought
about.
3 :
Alfred Wilson, one of the heroes
of the farce, is known as one of the
world's t greatest picture thieves. He
has an artistic temperament and real-
ly' loves 7 fine pictures., If they, are
not his own, his love for , them in-
creases to such an extent that he is
not content until he has appropriat-
ed them. He covets the famous Glad-
win collection and determines to
have it. Also he has fallen in love
with a charming girl whom he makes
believe that he is Gladwin. He plans
to elope with the girl and the pic-
tures. Gladwin unexpectedly returns
from Europe, falling in love with the
same girl, discovers the double plot
and frustrates it. There is so much
complicated detail that the tellin of
the story in cold print wsuld spoil its
effect upon the crowds that will want
to enjoy the play when it is pre-
sented. ,
is the first exhlbiton of its kind ever
KANSAS CITY LIVESTOCK
i Kansas City, October 31. Hogs, re-
ceipts 5,000. Market steady to 6 cents
lower.
..Bulk $7J507.85; heavy $7.70
7.90; packers and butchers , $7.65
7.95; lights $7.507.85; pigs $G
7.50.
Cattle, receipts 2,000. Market
steady. Prime fed steers $8.909.50;
dressed beef steers $7.258.85; west-
ern steers $68.50; southern steers
$5(56.50; cows $4.257; heifers $5
9.25; stockers and feeedrs $5.50
7.50; 'bulls $4.506.550; calves $S
9.50. .
S4iep receipts 5,000. Market
strong. Lambs $77.75; yearlings
$5.256; wethers $4.505.25; ewes
$44.75.
lield in this country. There are in
the world a half million stamp col
The Musicians' union of San Fran-
cisco has amended its laws as to
funeral detail. The members will
hereafter be chosen in alphabetical
order to attend funerals of deceased
members and will be paid $3 for the
service. A failure to attend or to
furnish a substitute will entail a pen-
alty not to exceed $5.
Hectors, of whom at least 150,000 are
In tbe United States and nearly 80,'
flOO are New Yorkers. The most
al'!:.!le collection exhibited is that
13 YARDS
Amoskeag Quting Flannel
For &Oes
10 YARDS
Good Dress Ginghams For
Q33
10 YARDS
31 In. Book Fold Percale
For 73o
of a Cleveland philatelist and Is
worth not less tlifn $500,000. There
sire several other collections apprais
ed well into six figures. Probably
Thirty-si- x states now forbid the em-
ployment of children under the age of
14 years in factories, and 21 states
limit the hours of labor for children
under the age of 16 years to eight
hours a day.
Victor !T THE STORE OF QUALITY" Warn
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:tbe most highly prized individual
stamps in the exhibition, or in fact
isi the world, are the Mauritius 1847
pi0 penjee and two ponce stamps,
ifjioteil at $18,000 for the two. A num-
ber of others are In the $5,000 and up
m.- and ninny are valued at $1,000
-
, m
'.!' n - ' fiusi rrooiWilliam D. Mahon, 'internationalpresident of the Amalgamated Asso-ciation of Street Railway and Electric
Railway Employes, has been appoint-
ed a member of the Detroit municipal
Machines &
Women employed in the textile in-
dustry in Germany are in a majority
over the men, there being 400,000 fe-
males, against 371,000 men. In the
clothing industry the women outnum-
ber the men, there being 228,000 wom-
en to 97,000 men employed.
;
...
-
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E.LASVCGAS.
Labor organizations of' California
are dissatisfied with the alien land
act, claiming that it is not strong
enough.
Records f J.T-- ! Corsets
street railway board of commissioners.
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HOW TO PLACE THE MIRRORDIRE PUNISHMENTPERSONALS IS. HENRY LAID
TO REST THIS
Dark Hal)
Triple
One Should Be Hung In a
Where It Will Serve a
Purpose.
The watchword of every depart'
partment, officer and employee"COURTESY
II
FOR HALLOWEE
"
MISCREANTS
II
of Vhe- -AFIE1N0O PEOPLES BANK & TRUST CO
FUNERAL OF OLD RESIDENT OF
LAS VEGAS IS LARGELY
ATTENDED
CITY OFFICIALS PROVIDE PEN-
ALTIES IN PROPORTION TO
THE CRIMES
...OFFICERS...
John W. Harris, President Geo. H. Hunker, Vice President Cleofes Romero. Vice President
Cecilio Rosenwald, Secretary Ivo W. Lively, Assistant SecretaryChief of Police Ben Coles has made
arrangements for an increase in his
natrol force tonight. He will scatter
his bunch of "bulls" all over the city
for the benefit of any boy who de
sires to spend the night in the city
CONVICT GANG BEGINS
WOHH AT TECOLUTE
Always place a mirror in a dark
hall. If It can be eo placed that it re
fleets the opening Into the living or
drawlngroom, it will serve a triple pur-
pose it will be a convenience to the
guests and members of the family
when they are starting out, it will in-
crease the light and it will make the
hall seem bigger.
In a living room place several mir-
rors, if the room is dark. Place them
in rather unexpectad places. A long
narrow mirror can be hung length-
wise, perhaps In a corner beside a
door. Another mirror can be placed
on a wall opposite a window and so
will reflect the garden or trees or sea
or street and give the room apparent-
ly another window. Another mirror
can be placed at such an angle that it
will not necessarily reflect the people
sitting about the fire. The object of
living room mirrors Is not to give re-
flections of the persons In the room,
and such reflections are sometimes an
noylng.
In bedrooms and dressing rooms mir-
rors cannot be too many. A pier glass
is convenient, and especially desira-
ble because it can be placed across a
corner of the room or in some other
position which makes it of decorative
value. But far more practical in a
email room and cheaper, too Is the
mirror fastened to the door. ,It should
be held in place by the wooden panel
jail. This precaution is due to the
fact that every Halloween the youths
SUNDAY MENU 10
BE A GOOD
ONE
PLENTIFUL JOY
AT HALLOWEEN
CARNIVAL
of the city delight in removing gates
or doing other destroying acts which
The, funeral services of Mrs. Sarah
J. Henry, who died Wednesday even-
ing,
'
were held this afternoon from
the family residence, 812 Seventh
street. Rev. Norman Skinner officiat-
ed at the services, wMch were largely
attended by the many friends of Mrs.
Henry. , Interment was in the family
plot in the Masonic cemetery. The
pall bearers were John Robbins, T.
W. Hayward, Dr. F. E. Olney, James
Saxton, J. S. Clark and Charles
Tamme.
The following tribute to Mrs.
Henry, written by a close friend, is
indicative of the esteem in which she
was held:
.Mrs. Sarah J. Henry was born De-
cember 5, 1828, at Weiland, Canada,
of English parentage. After her mar-
riage to the late Edward Henry they
moved to Oberlln, 0., ior the educa-
tional facilities for their children.
In 1882 they moved to Las Vegas,
are contrary to the city ordinances.
The boy caught overturning an
outhouse, Chief of Police Coles has
decided to punish with life imprison
ment in the city Jail. For the youth
A. B. Gallegos of rxs Conchas was
a business visitor here today.
Romaine Rielding returned last
night from a short business trip to
Arizona.
W. A. Faines of El Paso was a
business visitor in Las Vegas today
from the Border City.
J. A. Miller, a well known lawyer
of Albuquerque, was a business visitor
in Las. Vegas today.
H. P. Sund of Wagon Mound came
in last night for a short business
visit. He la a well known resident of
Wagon Mound.
Mrs. M. Creaghe. of Lamar,, Col.,
came in. yesterday afternoon and will
be a visitor with friends here ior the
'
next few days.
Seneca Kline, accompanied by his
daughter, Miss Helen, returned this
week from an extended visit with
in New York.
Mr. a$d Mrs. H. A. Bayer of Den-
ver arrived in the city last night from
their .home on their way to California.
They are making the trip in an au-
tomobile.
Jim Tada, otherwise known as
"Jimmie," an employe of the Santa
Fe offices, left this afternoon for San
Francisco, Cal., where he will visit
relatives for the next few weeks.
J. fi. McMahon, superintendent of
the Clovis division of the Santa Fe
Railway company, left this afternoon
for Clovis after having been a visitor
with his family here for the past few
days. Mr. McMahon formerly was
trainmaster of this division.
C. H. Wagner, for the past several
months employed in the local Santa
Fe offices as a stenographer, left this
afternoon for Denver, where he will
remain for a short time. Mr. Wag-
ner may return to Las Vegas in the
near future and take a position.
Mr. and Mrs,. C. S Morris of Roch-
ester, N. Y., came in last night in an
automobile on their way to California.
MARKET PROVIDES AMPLE OP-
PORTUNITY FOR DELICIOUS
PURCHASES
FUN WILL START AT 7:30 O'CLOCK
AND WILL LAST TILL
MIDNIGHT
BEST EFFORTS POSSIBLE WILL
BE EXERCISED ON THE HIGH-
WAY THERE
It was announced several daya ago
that the convict gang which has been
working this way from Glorieta was
stationed at. Tecolote and working on
the, sand bar at that place. This
morning accurate information was re-
ceived that the gang had been moved
to that place only yesterday. The
gang will continue work In San Miguel
county until all the roads have been
placed in good condition, according
to members of the road commission
here. ,
The repairing of the sand bar at
Tecolote will mean that the road be-
tween Las Vegas . and Santa Fe as
Jar as San Miguel county extends
ing.
Breakfast Grapes, Cereal, Tom
Thumb omelettes, Saily Lunn. Coffee.
Luncheon Jellied chicken, e
salad with dressing. Saratoga
potatoes. Ginger snaps. Jam. Cocoa.
Dinner Cream of corn soup, Roast
veal. Baker Tomatoes. Riced pota-
toes. Peach ice cream. Coffee.
MARY'S LAMB UP TO DATE
which has been their home since. All
children are living: Will A. Henry of
Enterprise, Ore.; Mary E. Henry of
New York, Mrs. Virginia Hawken,
In order that the people may know '
that the Y. M. C. A. carnival that is
to be held tonight at the association
building is not a "hold-u- p echeme"
Secretary Le Noir this morning an-
nounced that season tickets will be
sold for 25 cents. This with the 10
cents that will be charged as an ad-
mission fee will include a look at
everything that Is to be seen. It is
not the purpose of the Y. M. C. A. to
make money off this carnival, but to
show everyone a jolly good time at
As Told by London Newspaper In
The foregoing is the menu for Sun
and Edward E. Henry of St. Lous; What Might Aptly Be Describedas Bostonese English.May Henry and Isabel Henry of Las
Vegas.
day's eating as set down by one of
the foremost writers on this subject
in the country, and' taking eahc meal
who is captured with a stolen gate
in his possession,' a sentence of death
by hanging will be pronounced by
Judge Murray.
"He shall hang until he is dead,
too," says the chief. For this
boys who delight in waking
the peaceful citizens by the ringing
of door bells an equally severe sen-
tence will be imposed. All the way
down the line of crimes that may be
committed a severe sentence will be
imposed.
The grounds for the committing of
such crimes as have been mentioned
above are not as apparent as in
past years. The disappearance of
fences all over the city will curtail
the crime known as gate stealing.
Chief of Police Ben Coles advises all
owners of wagons or automobiles to
take special precaution tonight to
lock their possessions in a safe. The
penalty for stealing either of , these
will be the removal of the right great
toe nail of the left foot with red hot
irons, according to the Judge of the
city court.
Miss Mary was the possessor of a
Mrs. Sarah J. Henry's death oc diminutive and immature specimen ol
separately it may be seen that Lascurred October 29, 1913, her. husband the Ovis Aries, a wool-bearin- g and
ruminant quadruped, whose "flesh is
will be put In good condition. The
commission is now repairing the ar-- 'a minimum expense.Vegas people can follow the program
easily, as far as the Saturday marketpreceding
her to the great beyond
March 27, 1907. She was taken ill highly esteemed by persons to whose By the latter part of this afternoon
everything had been placed In orderis concerned.gustatory organs its flavor is agree-
able.
, .
August 28. She was a patient suf-
ferer, never complaining, only express- - The breakfast calls for grapes,
royo In the valley that drains the
Kearney Gap, and at this and one
other place, practically all the work
that will be needed at present will be
done. The commission desires to
The shaggy and agglomerated fila which may be obtained it a moderateins a desire to remain with her chil
dren, but with submission to God's
will. She was a kind and loving friend
to all.
ments constituting In their collective
capacity its natural outer covering, in-
tegument, or garment, presented to
the vision a surface absolutely etiola-
ted and alblfled, and rivaling' in lm- -
price and are of good quality. For
a variety of fruits for the breakfast
both grape fruit, oranges, apples and
bananas may be obtained.
place all the roads in excellent con-
dition and will work toward that end
by making each Job a permanent
iur me Dig snow. Arrangements cave"
been made for the accommodation of
an immense crowd, and no doubt this
foresight will be fulfilled. The Dlnga-lin- g
Brothers show people rehearsed
their program and found' themselves
in excellent shape to please their aud-
ience tonight
Frank E. Hull of New York city
has arranged his cartoon stunts, while
the brass band members have polish
One of the places Mrs. Henry made
ihrieht with the sunshine of her per The luncheon calls for Jellied chickmaculateness the lustrous mantle of
crystalized vapor that commonly char-
acterizes the winter landscape.
en and there are a variety of fowls atsonality, the friendship she ennobled by
her thoughtfulness, fidelity and love, And to whatsoever locality, contigu
piece of work, such as is being done
at the arroyo south of the city where
a runway of masonry is being so con-
structed that In the rainy season the
floods can wash over the structure
without causing any damage to the
thea disposal of the housewife. Tur-
keys, ducks and geese are amoiig the
other articles in this line that may be
ous or remote, whither Mary's vagrant
fancy, the call of duty,: or perchance
the parental mandate impelled her, purchased. As an addition or substi-
tution for the vegetables for these
the hearts she gladdened. with words
of cheer, bouquets of flowers and lit-
tle dainties prepared by her own
hands, and blessings left among those
who knew end loved her, was the Las
Vegas hospital. '
The silent tear" has been mingled
when not otherwise engaged, to be
ed their instruments until they re-
semble a gold mine. The violin or
chestra that will be managed by Mrs.
PharlPB O'Mallpv ta raniHv tr ontprtniri
road. Much work has been accom
A DOUBLE TRAGEDY
El Paso, Tex., Oct. 31. Ramon
Russo, an Italian soldier of fortune
and formerly a major in the rebel
army in the Orozco revolution against
Madero, shot and killed his wife and
then took, his own life early today.
take nerseir, this juvenescent repre meals, tomatoes, carrots, beets, par plished by the commission.
snips, okra, cranberries, pumpkin,sentative of the genus Ovis Aries,
with a fidelity remarkable in one bo the audience in its UBual capable wav.
squash, both summer and Hubbard;
They experienced little trouble com-
ing through Colorado, according to
their statement, and came
'
through
the strike district with a white flag
adorning the front of their machine.
W. E. Hodges, vice president of the
Santa' Fe Railway company, passed
through Las Vegas this afternoon in
his private business car No. 21 on his
'
way to his headquarters in Chicago
from California where he has been
on a short business visit. Mr. Hodges
has charge of the timber and fuel
department of this railroad, and Stat-
ed this afternoon that the strike at
Trinidad was placing the company at
a disadvantage, as a large supply of
coal Is being shipped of necessity,
from Kansas instead of from the
Colorado mines.' Mr. Hodges said
that the company has sufficient coal
in storage to last for an indefinite
space of time.
immature and inexperienced, could be iub cuamuerj or uorrors, wi.ii itsDo You Dread Your Meals?Your food does you little good whenwith the earth above her, the agony celery and sweet potatoes may be I weird, uncanny and spooky feat mecounted upon with absolute and entire
certainty to accompany her. Londonof the separation In death will long obtained. The meat lineup for dinner you have no deBlre for It, when you promises to be more scarey than evercalls for roast veal and a varietyTit-Bit- s. .be poignant in the hearts of those
who shed them. And as time shall dread meal time, wnat you need
is tonight. A11 otller 60WS W1u
of fresh meat may be obtained, al
mellow the bitterness of the parting Chamberlain's , Tablets. They will be given. It will be one continual
sharpen your appetite, strengthen ! r0und of measure, aa tie banters for
The double tragedy occurred in Rus-so'- s
home in Juarez.
Russo and his wife went to Clifton,
Ariz., after the collapse of the Oroz-
co revolt and they returned from
Clifton to Juarez two months ago.
No reason for the double killing is
known in Juarez.
though, not at a really low figure, lorWith the Invalid.
at the border of eternity, so ehall it A nursery ice box in the sick room the price of meats of all kinds has vnnp rHfrpwfifm and Ynn n. rplifih
likewise make sweeter and dearer rapidly advanced or iaie, nero for your ea,. For Bale by all deal
the shows say.
The performance will "start at
7:30 o'clock and continue until theas eisewnere. ers. Adv.the memory
or ner wnose imago i
engraven on the heart In imperishable
is a convenience not only to the In-
valid but to the nurse. A bottle of wa-
ter can always be kept there on hand
for drinking. Milk, too, can be kept
on tap, and other food can be stored
big clock tolls the hour of 12 andIt may be seen that although
tne
market stands practically the same asletters of gold.
vanquishes with that sound alllaRf wfiAlr. delisrhtful and tasty dishes FACES "WHITE SLAVE" TRIALthere from day to day. Any tin bos
can be made to serve aa a nursery Cincinnati, O., Oct. 31. Charle3 O.arranged for the Sundaymay be
meals.
thoughts of Halloween, placing1 hu-
manity back again In the realm of
reality with November 1 staring them
in the face.
' More than three million women in
the United States are employed in
According to statistics compiled by
the United Mine Workers' Journal
three men were killed in the mines of
the unorganized states, as against one
mine laborer killed in the organized
states.
other than household occupation.
Shepard was arraigned in the feinral
court today' to stand trial for alleged
violation of the Mann white slave
law. Shepard Is charged with having
taken , Pansy Lipsecomb
from home In Newport, Ky., to Iron-ton- ,
O., for immoral purposes.
Aocording to the report published
by the bureau of mlnc-s- , there were
195 men killed in and about the coal
mines of the United States during
May, 1913, as compared with 150 dur-
ing the same month In 1912.
HIKE BACA WILL
--
ARRIVE SUNDAY
Union affiliated with the American
Federation of Labor paid per capita
tax on 1,703,749 in June, 1912, and in
June, 1913, paid per capita tax on
A workmen's compensation law
was enacted at the recent session of
the legislature in Iowa, The widow's
pension law Is also to become effect-
ive in that state.
TODAY IN CONGRESS
Washington, Oct. 31. Senate: Not
ice box. If you have an old bread box,
use that. Put a pan in the bottom of
it, and lay a wire cake tray, the sort
that you put lp the oven to hold cake
or bread tins, over the pan. Put the
ice on the tray, and the melting water
will drain into the pan. This, of
course, must be emptied whenever it
is full. Put milk and water In the
bottom of the box, and put other
things around the ice, on the wire
tray. There is an ice blanket which
helps keep the ice from melting and
so reduces the cost of ice, and one of
these would be useful in the nursery
ice box. It is wrapped about the ice
or spread over it, and it is said that
it is as durable as it is convenient
The total membership of the Cigar-makers- '
international is 48,457. 2,020,715, an increase of 322,967,
in session; meets Monday.
Stop coughing! you rack the lung
and worry the body. BALLARD'S
HOREHOUND SYRUP checks lrrlta
tion, heals the lungs and restores
nomfortable breathing. Price 25c, 50c
and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by Centra!
Drug Co Adv.
Banking committee met In execu
FIGHTER WHO IS MATCHED WITH
TOGO IS IN PINK OF
CONDITION tive session.
House: Met at noon.
'Consideration of a resolution in
sympathy with Winston Churchill'sManYMr. oung naval holiday program was postponed.
Adjourned
Wages paid to farm hands in Ire-
land have gone up considerably in the
last few years, but are still extremely
low according to American standards.
at 1:23 p. m, to noon
Monday.
Buttons From the Tagua Palm.
Does the average well-dresse- d man
know that the buttons he wears are
made of the fruit of the South Amer- - cotton rags , atWANTED Clean
Optic office.Subscribe for The Optic.lean tagua palm, which produces ivory
nuts? The latest bulletin of the n
Union tells of the annual
Are you skeptical about your clothes? Do you care for style
and snap, which brings out the individuality of man, or are
you satisfied with just clothes? Good clothes ofthe minute,
with the snap and taste of careful dressers, haveon many a
man good positions and caused people to notice you. Don't
be backward on style. Wear the clothes which make you
what you are. ' 7
button crop" of Guayaquil and other
South; American countries. The yearl-
y! export of Ecuador alone is 20,000
tons, all to be made into buttons that
will match every hue and pattern of
men's and women's dress. By means
of steel dies and coloring material the
texture and richest and softest effects
of even satins and silks may be imi-
tated in this" durable but plastic
hJ tauMBiZ? .., L.4j,... i.,;.Clothes
Mike Baca, the champion light-
weight fighter of Santa Fe, this morn-
ing wired the promoters of the Baca-Tog- o
mill that Is to be staged here
next Tuesday evening that he would
arrive in Las, Vegas Sunday afternoou
to begin training for the bout. Baca
has been training In Santa Fe since
he signed up for the engagement and
Is In fine condition, according to his
own statement. Several fans from
the Capital City are expected to ac-
company Baca to this city Sunday.
Battling Togo, aocording to the
managers, is now in the prime of con-
dition. ' He has been training each
evening In the quarters west of the
Lobby cafe and has boxed from 10 to
15 rounds on each occasion. Although
the bout Tuesday evening will be his
first teal battle, he expects to admin-
ister the knockout dope to the Santa
Fe lightweight.'
Young Duran, who' will meet Bat-
tling Rubio in the semi-windu- wW
train at the Togo headquarters each
afternoon beginning today, instead of
on the West side. He is showing ex-
cellent condition and will be matched
tor a headliner In the nest battle,
according to present arrangements.
His opponent, Battling Rubio, is doing
daily road work and getting down to
real training. Rubio is of the same
opinion as Togo; that is, that he will
knock out his man early in the fight
Those who will, meet In the other
m fj era! 0f 9 m "'few m W Sm w w A inIT DDcoociety reran Where Dean Swift First Met Stella.
Moor Park, Farnham, which has just
changed hands, is to the lover of lit-
erature one of the most historic
places in England.
It was there that Swift met Stella
Our entire line of French and Willow Plumes,
including all desirable colors and black, and fJI
sizes and qualities the largest variety cf high
class plumes in the city, at
recognized as the best the world over, designed and made
especially for the young man, with the style and snap that
does all that can be given good clothes. We have them in
bJue, brown and thw new shades of gray and black and white
mixtureall wool, strictly hand tailored, guaranteed'to give
perfect satisfaction or a new Suit, at
when he was secretary to Sir William
Temple, and at Moor Park he also
wrote "The Battle of the Books" and
'The Tale of1 a Tub." The estate,
7
which is not to be confused with the
one of the same name near Rickmans-worth- ,
also lives in the pages of Jane
Austen, where the provenance of some
especially choice apricots is exalted
on the strength of their being "genuine
Moor Parks."sjm z osBom Russian Czar's Private Car. "n'naries are working out withOVlN THOUGH YOU DON'T BUY, COflE IN AND LOOK iiie private car oi tne czar oi kus- - i .. ,,jora ntll1 wm T(,adv r,utBia is said to be practically dynamite
proof, and owing to its weight it could up good exhibitions at the
Rosenthal
not be run on the major part of the
European lines. The car is elegantly
hall Tuesday evening. Promoters Cor-
dova and Montoya say that the ad-
vance sale has been good.furnished and also contains a chapel,Clothing ;
Furnishingsshoes .',.PeJt.ce Clothing Co, whee prayers are offered for his safety v The czar travels with only on
chef. Subscribe for The Optic.
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: thing, or go still further and consider
VVHl VV it a sacrament
k T5he LOBBY RESTAURANT AND CAFF
SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
TH23 BEST GOODS OBTAl VAUI J VLWAV9 HANDLED
No man can he made another's PAROLED COMIC
COMMITS A
mm upheld
BY GOVERNOR.
agent without his consent No min
ister Is bound to marry people who,
he thinks, are not proper subjects of
if Great Danger
May be Means of Absorbing
Disease Germs in Most
Unexpected Manner.
oe OPTIC
iMmarriage."No Just analogy exists, in these SOCIETY DIRECTORYmm ilUEIlrespects, between what is due fromthe clergy under an established church
and that owing by a ITotestant mln CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2. A. F. A FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO.ister in this country. The Church of
England, before and after the era of 102 Meeta every Monday night at
CONGREGATIONAL CONVENTION
HEARS EXCELLENT SPEECH
ON THE SUBJECT
JOSE VIGIU GOES BACK TO PENI-
TENTIARY, WHERE HE WILL,!
REMAIN
A. M. Regular com-
munication first and
., third Thursday In
the commonwealth, was a part of the COLUMcivil government of England. . It was it tr
O. R. C. hall,' on Douglas avenue al
8 o'clock. Visiting members are cor-
dially welcome. J. C. Wertz, PreaV
dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; O H.
Bally, Treasurer.
not a separate body. It had no cor ach mouth. Visitingbrothers cordially in--porate organization. It was simply
an incident of the civil authority. Its
Htsd. Win. P. Mills,
W. M., H. 8 .fan Petten, Secretary.bishops and priests celebrated mar
riages, as public officers, and as the LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2, LOCAL TIME CARDonly autnoritiy by wnlch the cere TPMDr.iDB
Santa Fe, Oct 31. Sentenced to
be hung for the murder of his wife
and mother, escaping the gallows by
the clemency of Actinjg Governor
Raynolds, serving eight years in the
penitentiary and then being 'paroled
by Acting Governor E. C. de Baca,
the present lieutenant governor of
New Mexico only to return to the pen-
itentiary six months afterward on a
new charge of murder such is the
career of Jose Vigil, who will be back
in a cell at the pen tonight.
The news that Vigil is the man
RATES TOR CLASSIFIED ADVER-
TISEMENTS
Five cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
lines All advertisement charged
will be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advlnce preferred.
mony could be performed.
"This anciently was the general
rule throughout al' Christendom."
i
i
I
i
-
......
"OS--f ilar conclave 4 Tus-l"- '
day In each month at Ma-
son! Tamils at 7:I p. a. G. a.
KlnkeL B. C; Chas. Tarn me.
Eas. Bcund
Arrive
No. Z.... 9:10 p. m..
No. 4..,.ll;0i p. m..
Depart
- 9: IS p r
.11:05 p. a
- 2:10 a ik
MOTHER! IF CHILD'S No . i...:
No. 10
2:05 a. m
1:45 p. tu.LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY . 2:10 p Xi.
TONGUE IS COATED
Hake Your Blood Para ud Immone With
s. s. a
In thousands of Installers thn most
vlrulmt types ot blood troubles have b'en
the result of coming In contact with dis-
ease norms In public places, and the ap-
parently insignificant pimple lias been the
cause. It spreads with astonishing rapidity,
often Infecting the entire system in a few
It" is fortunate, however, that there is
a remedy to cope quickly and thoroughly
with such a condition, and thanks to the
energy of Its producers the famous 8. S. S.
may now be. had at most any drug Btore
In the civilised world.
This preparation stands alone as a blood
purlfler. It is somewhat revolutionary inits composition, since it aecompllshe all
that was ever claimed for mercury, Iodides,
arsenic, and other destructive mineral
druss, and vet It is absolutely a purely
vegetable product. It contains one Ingre-dient which, serves the active purpose of
stimulating each tiny cellular part of the
tissues to the healthy and judicious selec-
tion of Its own essential nutriment There;
are more cases of articular rheumatism,
locomotor ataxia, paresis, neuritis, ami
similar diseases resultant from the use of
minerals than most people are aware or.
These facts are biottsht out In a highly
Interesting book complied by the medicnl
department of The Swift Specific Co., 217Swift Bldg., Atlanta, Ga. It 1b mailed free,
together with special Information, to all
who write describing their symptoms.
Get a bottle of S. S. S. but be
careful nt to have something palmed
oiT on you falsely claimed to bo "just as
good."
charged with shooting and killing Fe West Bonne
lTkp
Kansas City, Oct. 31 A plea for
Bugenic marriage was made la the
course of an address on "The Respon-
sibilities of the Church. Respecting
Marriages," delivered last night be-
fore the National Council of Congre-
gational Churches by Governor Si-
meon E. Baldwin of Connecticut The
speaker urged the enactment by the
various states of legislation which will
uable ministers of religion to de-
termine whether or not parties to the
marriage contract are fit before they
.perform the ceremony. He thought it
time that ministers ceased1 to marry
couples without any knowledge of
their fitness, but he did not believe
that in order to prevent such mar-
riages the church should attempt to
Influence legislation. He thought
that in this respect tne Roman Catho-
lic church had the right idea.
"ft contents itself mainly with look-
ing after the Individual," he said,
""and in laying down rules for lis own
members, as to matters of religion;
not In trying to get them to work for
rules to govern the conduct of others.
"It does not seem to me the duty
of the churches, as such, or of their
members, as such, to urge upon legis-
latures the improvement of our mar
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con-Jj- :,
Advocation first Monday m
V"N$ 640,1 montn at Masonic
H III Temple at 7:3 P- - m. H.igS B. Hubbard, H. P.; p. o.
' f Blood, Secretary.
No. I 1:2U p. m 1:45 p.
No. 3 6:10 a. m 6:15 a. m
No. 7.... 4:20 p. m 4:30 p. it
lipe Sandoval near Coyote, Rio Arriba
county, Monday was received here by
District Attorney Alexander Read.
The news caused a commotion owing
to the record Vigil had and because
IF CROSS, FEVERISH, CONSTIPAT-
ED, GIVE "CALIFORNIA
SYRUP OF FIGS"
A laxative today saves a sick child
No. 9.... 6:35 p. m. . 7:00 p.
he was paroled April 11 by the acting
governor, when Governor McDonald I. 0. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NOtomorrow. Children simply will not ATTOIOTEYjq1. Meets every Monday evenlnz atOPTIC NUMIEU, MAIN I, their hall on Sixth street All voting
was ill at the sanitarium.
"Vigil will be given over to the
penitentiary for safe keeping," said
take the time from play to empty
their bowels, which become clogged
up with waste, liver gets sluggish;
stomach sour. WantedMr. Reid, who seemed much annoyed
HUNKER & HUNKER
George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hunket
Attorneya-at-La-
Las Vegas, New Mexles
oretnren cordially Invited to attend
F. D. Pries, N. G.; Gus Lehman, V. G.;
T. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl Werta,
Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock, Cemetery
yesterday at the news that Urioste,Look at the tongue, mother! If charged wilih murder of his own son,
had slipped out of the county jail. Trustee.
''.
DRESSMAKING and plain sewing.
614 Twelfth street.Vigil is being brought here over the (SSESBBEESBEQI
a.
coated or your child is listless, cross,
feverish, breath bad, restless, doesn t
eat heartily, full of cold or has sore
throat or any other children's ailment,
give a teaspoonful of "California
Syrup of Pigs," then don't worry, be
D. & R. G., it is said, and by officials
heavily armed. News of the murder
B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
such a case, ought not, ordinarily, to
be suffered to work an evasion of the
home law.
"The Protestant churches, In refus-
ing to recognize marriage as a sac-
rament, have left their ministers a
free hand, as long as they keep with
WANTED First class cook; refer-
ences required. Apply 725 Slrh
street For YOU!riage laws. The efforts of the church of Felipe Sandova reached the city month Elks' home on Ninth street andyesterday but the name of the manfor the betterment of eociety are to
be accomplished through Its influence
Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
are cordially invited, Gov. Wro. J.
'cem , cause it is perfectly harmless, and in accused of the killing was not given. This elegant Rogers'a few hours all this constipation poisfor J., r N,n the formation and reformation of It was stated, however, that he was Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,For Saleon, sour bile and fermenting wastelas ct j--; individual character. It has often an Secretary. Silver Spoon
in the law of the jurisdiction. Where
either party to a divroce is, under
the decree of the court, disqualified
Ty e"" will gently move out of the bowels,
and you will have a well, playful child
from marrying agam during the life DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CUREDagain. A thorough "inside cleansing" KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR-ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets Inby local applications, as they cannot
FOR SALE SPECIAL BARGAIN IF
TAKEN AT ONCE Good
frame house on three deep lots;
barn, chicken house, fruit and shade
trees; well located; a good home.
W. O. W. hall. Sixth street on the
-i-fyou use
EMPRESS
FLOUR
is ofttimes all that Is necessary. It
should be the first treatment given
in any sickness. first and third Mondays of each
of the other, an attempt to do so,
whether in the state granting the di-
vorce, or elsewhere, ought not to be
countenanced by any minister. A
statute Is of force only in the state
Beware of counterfeit fig syrups.
reach the diseased portions of the
ear. There is only one way to cure
deafness, and that is by constitutional
remedies. Deafness is caused by an
Inflamed condition of the mucous lin-
ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
this tube Is inflamed you have a rum-
bling sound or imperfect hearing, and
Ask your druggist for a bottle PORATION
where It is enacted, and therefore a
been wrong in trying to extend, in this
direction or ,in that, the domain of
statute law. In one genpratlon It has
not infrequently thus built up what in
the next generation it has striven to
pull down."
After quoting statistllcg and re-
viewing the awful consequences of
marriage between persons wholly un-
fit to bring healthy children into the
world, the speaker said that some
method ought to be devised1 whereby
the minister can learn of these condi-
tions, and refusing the perform the
ceremony, inform- the parents of either
party of the danger.
"The minister can hardly himself
Institute or direct an inquiry' said
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Ladies always welcome. O. L. Flers-man- ,
President; A. D. Tillman, Finan
cier; Mrs. A. V., Morrow, Local Deputy,
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
East Las Vegas, N. M.
marriage In a state other than that FOR SALE Fine fresh milch cow.
of "California Syrup of Figs," which
has full directions for babies, children
of all ages and for grown-ups- . plainly
printed on the bottle. Look carefully
and see that it is made by the "Cal
when It Is entirely closed, deafnesswhere the judgment was rendered, Is,
at common law, legally valid. It is,
William Harper. -
It giving you
a present for do-
ing something
you 'd do any
is the result, and unless the Inflam-
mation can be taken out and this tubehowever, something contrary to that
restored to its . normal condition, For Rentspirit of comity and mutual respectwhich should always characterize the hearing will be destroyed forever;ifornia Fig Syrup Company." Don't befooled. Adv. nine cases out of ten are caused by
dealings of the authorities of one jur way
when you
leam how Much
Better EMPRESS
FOR RENT Rooms over York's gro
catarrh, which is nothing but an in
flamed condition of the mucou sur
faces.
isdiction, with regard to the orders
of those of any other. To get all the
TO ARGUE HARVESTER SUIT
Washington, Oct. 31 Attorney Gen
'
cery.
facts, no minister ought to marry a oral MoReynolds has left the capital FLOUR realb is.Governor Baldwin. "He can, however, FOR RENT Six room house. 1009divorced person without first reading tor St. Paul, where on Monday he willdecline to perform the ceremony un Sixth street H. G. Coors.
L O. O. MOOSE Meets second ant,
fourth Thursday evening eacl
month at W. O. W. hall. Visitin
brothers cordially Invited. Howard T
Davis, Dictator; P. A. Linn Secretary
1. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tuef
day of the month In the vestry roomi
of Temple Monteflore at 8 o'clock p
m. Visiting brothers are cordially ic
vited. Isaac Appel, President; Charle
Greenclay, Secretary.
a copy of the judgment appear for the government at the fedless he personally knows the parties
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of deafness (caused by
catarrh) hat cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send tor ctrcul
ars free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO.. Toledo, Ohio
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constl
pation. Adv.
"But in most ot our American eral anti-tru- suit hearing againstwell, or la satisfied that th woman
or her friends have made a proper FOR RENT Cottage In desirablestates a divorce for adultery does not the International Harvester company,
Made by GER-
MAN PROCESS
ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
neighborhood, newly painted, paentai a prohibition or remarriage. The attorney general is resolved toinvestigation. Certainly he, should pered, electric lights. Low rate."Jesus Christ accepted the rules demand in this case, as In the other! never perform it for those whom he
iKnows to be unfit to enter Into the Phone Purple 5301.of civil government which he found cases which have been brought to a
determination in his administration ofestablished. He was a subject of the GRIDIRON GAMES AT HAND
Chicago, Oct. 31. By far the mostRoman empire. He was for giving to FURNISHED ROOMS for lig housethe department of justice, that the de SPOON IT 'SGENUINE WM.
new relation."
Contrasting the practice in this re-
spect between ancient and modern pretentious schedule thus far in the keeping. 921 Lincoln.Caesar what belonged to Caesar. Rome
originally committed the power of di
cree measures up to his strictest idoas
of what constitutes a dissolution. 7FOR RENT To lady or gentlemanfootball season In the middle westis due to be ' carried out tomorrow.
There are more important and more
difficult games for the big teams and
employed, comfortable, furnished
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD
SILVER
FRENCH.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of Brother!?
Love at Woodmen of the World hall
on the second and fourth Mondays
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
Sonsul; Q. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
Montague, Local Deputy. Visitini
members are especially , welcooe a"c
cordially Invited.
times, the speaker said:
"It often happens that a hasty mar-
riage la agreed on, in a state where
a previous notice of some days is re-
quired, and has not, perhaps cannot,
69 given. A trip to another state, in
room; no health seekers, phoneSICK, SOI STOMACH, Purple 5301.
INDIGESTION OR GAS f.lisoaiiassscua GREY (STER-
LING) FINISH
teams not so big. Chicago followers
of the game will be given an oppor-
tunity to see the Illinois and Chicago
university teams in conflict. The
strong Wisconsin eleven will meet
Minnesota at Madison, and Ames will
take on Nebraska at Ames. Ohio
DENTISTS
FOR pure apple cider and good ap
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUN-
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
'ourth Thursday In O. R. C. hall,
PAPE'S DIAPEPSIN" MAKES UP-
SET STOMACHS FEEL FINE IN
FIVE MINUTES
EMPRESS
can be ob--pies phone
Olive 5621. Prices right,State and Indiana' will meet at Col
Pioneer building. Visiting membersumbus. Michigan will meet Syracuse
at Ann Arbor in one of the few gamesWonder what upset your stomach g
tained in this city from
ALL GROCERSLest
are cordially invited. Richard Devine,
G. K.; Frank Angel, P. S.between the east and west this seawhich portion of the food did the
damage do you? Well, don't bother.
If your stomach is in a revolt; if
LOST-Co- llie pup, light yellow with
son. This game will be in the nature
of a rubber, Syracuse and Michigan
having won two games each in their
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
Dentist
Dental work of any description ai
moderate prices
itoom 1, Center Block, Tel Main 13
East Las Vegas, New Mexico
Professional Health Culture for Ladles
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER i ,
(General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment, Facial Massage, Mani-
cure, Chiropody.
Hotel Romalne
"Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.
white breast, 2 months old, name
vorce at will to the Roman husband.
Later either party could dissolve the
marriage relation at pleasure. No
judicial decree, or action of any pub-
lic authority was required. The He-
brew in this respect, if not a Roman
citizen, followed the Mosaic law.
When Jesus spoke of the husband's
putting away his wife for adultery
and nothing else, he must have had in
mind the power of the man under the
then existing usages of Hebrew so-
ciety and religion. Divorce was a
private right. It proceeded from no
public authority. To the Jewish hus-ban-
who could put away his wife
for any cause, at his own discretion,
he said, that he must to be a follower
of His use the power only in case
of adultery. He did not assume to
pass upon what the etate might do.
"In modern times the state denies
any right to the husband to divorce
at will. It regards marriage as a civil
contract. It believes it to be best to
allow the contract to be dissolved for
certain causes by an impartial public
tribunal. In taking this attitude, it
seems to me wholly within its rights.
If so, a minister need not scruple, sub-
ject to one possible exception, to re-
marry persons who have been divorc-
ed, where the civil laws do not for
sour, gassy and upset, ana wnat you
just ate has fermented Into stubborn Colonel. Notify Lubin studio.
lumps; head dizzy and aches; bellch
series since they first met in 1908.
In 1911 ' the game resulted in a tie
score.
,
gases and acids and eructate undi
gested food; .breath foul, tongue
coated just take a little Pape's Dia- -
--
. RETAIL PRICES
2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very ..20c per 100 lbs.
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery ......25c per 100 lbs.
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery 30c per 100 lbs-
SO lbs., to 200 lis., Each Delivery 40c per 108 lbs.
Less than 60 lbs., Each Delivery SOc per 100 .11m.
AGUAPURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storera, and Distributors ot Natural Ice, the Parity aaa
lasting Qualities ot Whieh Hare Made Las Ve$aa Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
MOOSE JAW COLLEGE OPENED
Moose Jaw, Sask Oct 31. Moose
Jaw college, which already bids fair
to take a foremost place among' the
educational institutions of western
Canada, was formally opened today
with interesting exercises and in the
pepsin and in five minutes you won-
der what became of the Indigestion
and distress.
Millions of men and women today
Quick Help to Backache and Rheu-
matism
The man or woman who wants
quick help from backache and rheu-
matism, will find it in Foley Kidney
Pills. They act so quickly and with
such good effect that weak, inactive
kidneys that do not keep the blood
clean and free of Impurities, are ton-
ed up and strengthened . to healthy
vigorous action. Good results follow
their use promptly. O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
presence of a notable gathering ofknow that it is needless to have a
bad stomach. A little Diapepsin oc-
casionally keeps this delicate organ
AUTOMOBILE, CARRIAGE
AMO
SIGN PAINTING
N. O. HER MAN
429 GRAND AVE.
visiting educators. The principal ad-
dress of the day was delivered by
Hon. Walter Scott, premier of the
province. ;
regulated and they eat their favorite
foods without fear. n
f!If your stomach doesn't take care
bid. The possibble exception is, of
of your liberal limit without rebel-
lion; if your food is a damage instead
of a help, remember the quickest,
ANT Ads
Are Bestcourse, where adultery occurred dur
i ir ii'i 'if $
ing the Drevious marriage. The rea- - surest, most harmless relief is Pape's
No woman who works in the state
of Utah receives less than 90 cents
a day, and even one learning new
work must be paid 90 cents daily, and
after an apprenticeship of six months
her wages must be raised to $1.25
po .y.
soning of Christ seems to me to cover DlapepBin which costs only 50 cents
such cases, but the letter of his words j jr ft ,arge case at dn)g s(.Qres lt,s
does not. Itrulv wonderful' it rlleesta food and j Market Finders JliousnmLD GOODSBOUGHT AMD SOLOnssxsmo & rudulpiI
1210 national Arm.
LOOKING FOR WILSON'S TURKEY
Westerly, R. I., Oct 31. Horace
Vose of this place, known all over
the United States as the Thanksgiv-
ing provider for the president, is on
the alert for the best bird reared in
this section of New England to' grace
the holiday table of President Wilson
at the end' of this month. Mr. Vose
has furnished the Thanksgiving tur-
key to every president from Grant to
Taft, and now he expects to add Pres-
ident Wrilson to the list.
sets things straight, so gently and
easily that it is really astonishing.
Please, for your sake, don't go on
and on with a weak, disordered stom-
ach; it's so unnecessary. Adv.'SWFH
I
"A minister is never bound to mar-
ry every one who asks it. Here he
does not occupy the position of a civil
officer of the state chosen, as such,
for the discharge of a particular func-
tion. A public officer must perform
hla office. He has assumed that ob-
ligation In accenting the position. He
must act or resign. But a minister is
plveii the right to celebrate marriage,
not because lie has been chosen a
public - officer, but because he has
tu-e- mails an ecclesiastical officer,
I! in hecause he is an ecclesiastical
T5he
MERCHANTS CAFE
' The Best Place to Eat
Erealifast, Dinner or Supper
in Las Vcdas .
Classing ad, aearca out the people io nom mon ai --
those who MIGHT BCY th particular thing ' vorta most
That property rou waal to sell la WORTH M081 Ka
who reads the ads. In this aawspaper and woaid mot? kt t
your property unless It wr advertised ker.
Others, who read and answer aas. la this aewchr wnat imi
are anxious io pay each for) books, automobiles, vej ssaehimar?
and furniture, articles of mulness of any nan, aa taelfm.) i
struments.
As the classified ada. ars read by all sossis: btyo-.i- , ot all a
sorts of thiais, they ssts iohi to hs ttndsrt of th hst .
keta. -
Home-Keepin- Women Need Health
and Strength
The work of a home-keepin- g wom-
an makes a constant call in her
strength and vitality, and sickness
comes through her kidneys and blad-p- r
oftener than she knows. Foley
Kidney Pills will invigorate and re-
store her. and weak back, nervous- -
"4- -
4 ;
Chronic Dyspepsia
The following unsolicited testimo-
nial should certainly be sufficient to
give hope and courage to persons af-
flicted with chronic dyspepsia. "1
have been a chronic dyspeptlo for
years, and of all the medicine I have
taken, Chamberlain's Tablets have
done me more good than anything
oioo" cava W ft. Matflsnn. No. 7
LI
authorized to act rfss. aching joints and irregular blad- -C. C. CLAYTON, rr officer that: he isp
particular d(,r aP1on will all disappear whenm a i'u!'lic nt for this517 V ro:ev iumpv r 'ins aro utu. vj.irCil.AS AVE.! 1. 1. -- !v;.'i r Sherman St., Hornellsvllle, N. Y. For f Ml.purpose. At nottom it is to sausty StoreSchaef(!r and Red Cros8 Drugi those who regard marriage as a sacred I Adv. sale by all dealers. Adv.
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iiORT SENTENCES FOR HIM OOOof rssr o rs n ? "-- f"' f"
'm.aaeaJBIS;. CAREER
:
HIE DIAMOND MINE'S
HEADQUARTERS CCLEVEREST o
He was paroled after a few months
and returned to the United Stairs. He
sought the mild climate of Texas and
there married a. wealth ci-.- in Dal-
las, who soon divorced hiin. Then he
married another wealthy; girl In Hous-
ton, who also obtained a divorce. Then
he went to Denver, where he entered
the political field and by Governor
Thomas was appointed a commission-
er to raise funds for a special min-
ing exhibit at the Paris exposition.
Silberberg collected $10,000, but the
money never reached far:. Later he
a
HERE 3
-- plter Gives Good Advice to His Fel-
low In the Following Simple
Words.
Writers who wish to impart to their
productions power and pungency, whe
wish to keep the reader's attention
upon the tiptoe of activity, who desire
to escape the imputation of pedantry
and who seek to surcharge their senti-
ments with sparkle and spirit will do
well to bear in mind constantly that
ie:g, lingering sentences, unduly over
RATON COMPANY EXPECTS TOHARRY SILBERBERG LIVES LIKE
A PRINCE AT OTHERS'
EXPENSE '
EXTRACT GEMS FROM EARTH
IN MORA COUNTY
curdened with an abundance of
. stumped Montana for Senator W. A. phrases, clauses and parenthetical, obNew York, Oct. 31 The filing of Clark, who made him editor of one A new Colfax county company is lu
process of organization and will be In
corporated soon, to be known as the
Mora Gem company. The organizers
o
o
o
Q
O
o
are C. W. Sinnock, E. L. Pitts, and
C. H. Miller, the latter being a civil AI liveengineer resident in Mora county. The
a suit for divorce in the supreme of his papers.
court here by Mrs. Florence Sophie i Soon Silberberg grew tired of the
Williams, daughter of Samuel New- - life of an editor and went to New
man of the-- firm: of Rothschild & York, where he lived in great style
Newman, cotton merchants, Against at the Waldorf-Astori- a. He became
her husband, James Jaffrays Wil--' acquainted with a ' hr""lome and
Hams, once more brings into the lime clever woman, who believed him to
light of publicity the name and won- - be the real M, J. Coleman Drayton
derful career of Harry Silberberg, and joined, him oil a trip around the
known in two hemispheres as one of poBihg as his wife. They trav-th- e
most accomplished swindlers in ' veled in luxurious style, weer receiv-
sale of stock will begin at once,, the
servations of a more or less digressive
character, are apt to be tiresome to
the reader, especially if the subject-matte- r
ba at all profound or ponder-
ous, to place an undue strain upon his
powers of concentration and to leave
aim with a confused concept of thf
leas which the writer apparently has
)een at great pains to concentrate;
wliile short, snappy sentences, on ths
other hand, with the , frequent recur
rence of Bubject and predicate, thus
recalling and emphasising the idea tc
be expressed as the development -- ol
the thought proceeds, like uuraerouf
signposts upon ai untraveled road
these frequent breaks having the ef
agents being the Raton Realty com-
pany of Park avenue, says the Raton
Range. The company will be capital-
ized for $100,000, of which but $10,-00- 0
will be placed on the market at
this time. Conservatism will mark the
methods of this company throughout,
its purpose being to raise only enough
I OOKhistory. The man whom Miss New-man married called himself James
'affrays Williams, but it appears that
his real name is Harry Silberberg
and that at different times during his
varied career he has been known un-
der many other aliases.
ed and feted by rulers, princes, and
high officials in the various countries
and had no difficulty in obtaining
money and credit. Returning to the
United States Silberberg committed
many large swindling operations and
then returned to London, where he
o
Silberberg was born in Atlanta, Ga., promoted a $40,000,000 railroad
about forty-fiv- e years ago. His fa- - scheme in Chile, obtaining from bank-the- r
was a rabbi who had come to ers and others several hundred thou-thi- s
country from Russia and had ac-isa- dollars. He was exposed, but
o
o
feet of taking a new hold upon tht
render's attention, oases in the desert
of im it were, will be found tc
be much more effective, much mors
ccHjijcive1 to clarify and far bettoi
fvlsulated to preserve the contact, tlu
wirr-le-- s connection, so to speak,, be
the writer and the reader; pro
vifieti, however, and it is always verj
"rsy to err through a too strict and
ytcr.il application of a general rule,
thai the sentences are not so short as
to a jerky, choppy and sketch
effect ajid to scatter the reader's at
teniion so often U3 to send him wool
gathering completely - Ealis O. Jonej
in Life.
money to meet the actual necessities
of operation In a modest way at first,
making the output pay for the en-
largement of the plant and the promo-
tion of the company from the selling
end. These expenditures will include
a small frame building to cover the
mouth of the mine for protection
against thievery, a few jig screens,
and a sluice for washing the gems,
together with the cost of opening an
office for the transaction of business,
where the gems will also be cut,
mounted, displayed and sold. A por-
tion of the funds' will also be used for
cumulated a fortune by becoming a
blockade runner during the civil war.
not arrested to avoid scandalous dis-
closures which would have been un-
avoidable, had he been prosecuted.Young Harry did not obtain a very
thorough education, but began to work
in one of his father's stores when he
was less than fifteen years of age.
At his father's death Harry Silberberg
became the part owner of a chain of
Over your supply of stationery.
If you are running short, you'd
better put in an order right away
with
THE OPTICS'
JOB DEPARTMENT
We can supply you with loose
leaf books of all descriptions,
..'STAKES OF A SCIENTISTprofitable stores in Kansas, Missouri
and, Arkansas. For awhile he devoted
nimseii to his business and made a
HOW TO TAKE GOOD
CARE OF YOUR HAIR
Nothing ,apoils your good looks so
much as homely hair stringy, dull-colore-
harsh. Nothing adds to good
looks so much as beautiful hair soft,
silky, wavy and glossy. No matter
how beautiful your hair is now, you
can improve its good looks by using
Harmony Hair Beautifier. If your hair
ia homely and ugly now, Harmony
Hair Beautifier will make it softer,
silkier; glossier, more beautiful in
every way. It also makes it easier
to put up and helps to "stay put"
Its rich rose odor hides the unpleas-
ant, oily smell of the hair. Harmony
Hair Beautifier la rightly named; it
beautifies the hair.
Very easy to apply simply sprinkle
publicity. The owners are enthusias-
tic, and in view of the quality and
abundance of the gems they have dis-
covered, enthusiasm appears well jus-
tified. To raise the necessary initial
funds, the first offering of stock will
be made at 20 cents per share, par
value being $1. The offices of the
company will be in Las Vegas, that
city being more readily accessible
from the mine.
This company will be recognized as
the outcome of the discovery by Mr.
Pitts, Mr. Sinnock and Mr. Miller,
success of it, but horse racing, gam-
bling and women proved his undoing
and soon he, had not only run through
his fortune, but run deeply into debt.
,For a while Silberberg had a good
position in California as a writer of
advertisements, but his fast life again
caused him to run Into debt and he
ran away to Mexico. There he ven-
tured his Prst swindling operation,
but was caught and sentenced to three
years' Imprisonment. His persuasive
manner won him the friendship of
the governor of Chihuahua and aft.er
a few days in prison Silberberg was
paroled and becarre tbp secretary of
3lr George Airy's Prediction About
Atlantic Cable and Big Ben Were
Proved Wrong.
Sir George Biddell Airy, British
astronomer royal, told the pioneers of
the first Atlantic cable that it was a
mathematical Impossibility to sub-
merge the cable to the necessary
depth, and if it were possible no sig-
nals could travel through so great a
distance.
, Sir George was also asked
about the possibility of making Big
Ben, the great clock In the tower above
the houses of parliament, so trustwor-
thy that it would not lose five sec-find- s
a day on the average. He re
plied that no clock exposed to the
weather could run with so small an
error. The late Lord Grimthorpe, how-
ever, said he would guarantee the de-
gree of exactness, and by designinghis gravity escapement he produced a
timepiece that is never five seconds
out with the observatory at Greenwich,
to which It signals its time each day,
and on most days is dead true.
last month, of a topaz mine 12 miles
northwest ' from Mora, Mora county.
This mine Is of extraordinary charac-
ter, the gems having been formed by
and practically
the line of office
a little on your hair each time before
brushing It. It contains no oil, and
stamps, seals
everything in
supplies.
the terrific heat and pressure createdwill not change the color of the hair,
by the impact of a falling meteor striknor darken gray hair.
To keep your hair and scalp dandr-
uff-free and clean, use Harmony
Shampoo. This pure liquid shampoo
gives an instantaneous rich lather
that ImnnMlialely penetrates to every
part of, hair and scalp. Insuring a
ing into shale. For this reason the
gems are closely localized and In no
way assure the presence of a general
field. They are very abundant, as
many aa 143 havlug ben found in two
shovels! of earth, and grow more plen
quick and thorough cleansing. Wash tiful with, increasing depth. Their
the governor. While he held that po-
sition Silberberg dev.- d himse'f :o
the study of English, Spanish and
French and also st i''d a book on
etiquette to improve ills society mm- -
With $ 50O lu his pocket; Sllberbers
left Mexico and went to New Pork.
He obtained a good position as an
advertisement writer, but debts soon
compelled him to leave the city.' Tak-
ing the name of Whitney he went to
Baltimore and after swindling an ar-
chitect out of $3,000 he went to Ro-
chester, taking the name of U. C. Da
size and perfection also Increase with
depth. It is believed that the quan
ed off just as quickly, thp entire oper-
ation1 takes only a few moments. Con-
tains nothing that can, harm the hair;
Bread, a La United States. '
This is the way to make official
bread, given out by the chief cook o)
the department of agriculture, Miss
Hannah Wessler:
tity is extremely large, and even the
present known supply is sufficient toleaves no harshness or stickiness
"For three-poun- d loaves Make fer realize for the owners a small for
ment of one-oun- cake compressed tune. Besides the value of the stones,
just ft sweet-smellin- g cleanliness.
Both preparations come In
very ornamental bottles, with
sprinkler tops. Harmony Hair Beau
it is believed that the meteor Itself, if
It can be recovered (as it probably
will be) will posesses great value. Aptifier, $1.00. Harmony Shampoo, 60c,
SOCIAL AND
BUSINESS CARDS
Engraved or printed, at prices
that are sure to interest you.
All work must be perfect before
allowed to go out of the shop.
That's The Optic's Way.
parently with increasing depth the
stones are of greater hardness, and
it is more than likely that diamonds
will be found as the digging proceeds.
The gems so far removed from the
mine are of wonderful purity and
yeast, one ounce granulated sugar
lialf-ounc- e salt, and twenty ounces wa
ter. Place in even temperature for as
hour. Weigh 4 pounds flour, and lei
it warm. Mix flour and ferment to
gether. Cover mixture and warm fen
twenty minutes.
"If dough is too stiff, add luke-war-
water. After twenty minutes mort
take up' dough with hands slightlj
greased, and fold' over and over four
teen times. Cover, set aside for twen-
ty minutes, then fold nine times.
"After twenty minutes more, mould
into loaves, and bake forty minutes ir,
a steady oven 400 to 410 degrees Fahr
enheit. A cup of water in the oven
will make a tenderer crust"
Both guaranteed to satisfy you in
every way4 or your money back. Sold
in this community only at our store
that 7,000 leading drug stores of the
that 7,000 leading drugu stores, or the
United States, Canada and' Great
Britain, which own the big Harmony
laboratories in Boston, where the
many celebrated Harmony Perfumes
and Toilet Preparations are made. E.
G. Murphey, corner Sixth and Doug-
las Sts., East Las Vegas, N. M. Adv.
beauty, having the appearance of the
most perfect and brilliant diamonds.
Indeed, they stand every test of the
diamond except hardness. The dia-
mond is of hardness Indicated by 10,
and the topazes produced at this mine
run. from 8 to 9. These are stones
taken from the top soil, and it is rea-
sonable to suppose that the increas-
ing heat and pressure at lower levels
vis. It was under that name that
he married there for the first time.
The bride was the daughter of a
wealthy lumberman and she left him
on the wedding trip, when he was
arrested for obtaining $4,600 on forg-
ed drafts. She subsequently obtained
a divorce and Silberberg went to Eu-
rope, where he traveled extensively,
swindling many wealthy persons and
thus obtaining the money and credit
which enabled him to live In prince-
ly style.
Upon the advice of an Austrian'
countess, whom he met in Vienna
and with whom he became intimate,
he began to pose as J. Cunningham
Drayton, a connection of the Astors.
Under that name he gained admis-
sion to the most, exclusive circles in
Austria and other European countries
and, whereever he went he left a
trail of swindling operations, unpaid
debts and forged papers. While in
London Silberberg was arrested for
some swindling operations in Ger-
many. Via was extradited and sen-
tenced to three years in prison.
Onewill pjrove to have produced suffi
Foley Kidney Pills Succeed
Because they are an honestly made
medicine that relieves promptly the
suffering due to weak, inactive kid-
neys and painful bladder action. They
offer a powerful help to nature in
building up the true excreting kidney
tissue in restoring normal action and
--
elieving Madder discomT'Tts TT!Y
THEM. O O. !cfpfir nrd "ed Cross
Drug Store Adv.
ciently greater hardness to reach the
diamond standard. Samples of these
gems have been submitted to lapida 4
0 H) it0ries in Denver, Philadelphia and LosAngeles, and to the experts of the
Again the "Slrllona,
King James I. is said to have been
so well pleased with a lion of beef
as to knight It and make it Sir Lion,
or sirlion. However, a story of the
same kind was also told of Henry
VIII., and Is to be found in Fuller's
"Church History." Dining with the
abbot of Reading, Henry,1 according to
this authority, ate so heartily of a
lion of beef that the abbot said he
would give 1,000 marks for such a
stomach. "Done!" said the king, and
kept the abbot a prisoner In the tower
until he grew ravenously hungry, and
won his 1,000 marks and knighted the
beef. But Webster characterizes this
etymology as "erroneous," saying that
the true spelling should be "surllon"
the "sur" being equal to "super."
Smithsonian Institution at Washing
ton, and in every instance have been
pronounced white topaz of the highest
quality, approximating diamonds.
LINCOLN HIGHWAY DEDICATION
New York, Oct. 31. With, local cel-
ebrations extending across the conti-
nent, the Lincoln Memorial Highway
is to be formally dedicated tonight.
According to advices received here
There are now on display a few cut
Sure Indications stones in the window of the RatonDrug Btore, which are well worthy of
of Lung TrcisMe inspection.
It is the purpose of the company toindications of threatened
t. Fronbte are a continued cough,A change of clifever and night sweats. market their gems largely through
the mails, and to cut and mount them PHONE MAM 2
programs have been arranged in prac-
tically every city, town and village
along the route of the highway from
New York to San Francisco. The
programes provide for parades, torch-
light processions, band concerts, mo-
tion pictures and speeches.
themselves,
In foreign countries you come into
Good Advice.
Lord Cheylesmore Is telling an
amusing story just now.
He went down to one of the big
schools to distribute prizes on break-ing-u-
day, and he Bays that before the
ceremony one of the schoolboys gave
him some good advice.
"If you're going to make a speech,"
competition with the best goods from
every land. An Rrtlcle must have me-
rit of the highest order to win esteem
mate often h..l, but It seem that some-thi-
more Is needed 'to stop the eougn
and sweats and arrest the progress ofEckman's Alterative, after many
veal's of use, is known to be most bene-EE- ?
in bringing about relief to . maw
cases complete recoveries.Schell I8t'Kf e
"GeSfemen: I b4 terrible cough
night sweats and pleurisy in my lu ngs.
A man who heard me coughing advisedAlterative, f paid nome to take your
attention to him then. I eotwhaA
the doctor said I should go to Wyc-mln- .
I did, and when I got there I stead lily
grew worse. Then I remembered whattad been told me about your medicine.
I began taking it, with no faith what-
ever, but before I bad taken three
bottles, 1 could eat anything. ever and
night-sweat- s stopped and for oyer a year
I have been well and in health
than I ever was."
(Affidavit).. W. F. BOMAR- -
When your food does not digesi
well and you feel "blue," tired and
rtlscourasred, you should use a little
WERBINE at bedtime, Tt opens the said the youngster, "don't be too long
bowels, purifies the system and re J Remember that every minute you
In many of these countries Chamber-
lain's Cough Remedy is the most pop
ular medicine In use for coughs and
colds because it is the best. For sate
by all dealers. Adv.
tnre a fine feellnp of health and en spend in talking you are taking some-
thing off my holiday!" Pearson's"ray. Price 50c Sold by Centra'
Drug Co. Adv. Weekly. ,
TEE ONLY UNION i;'t OFFICE IN TOWN(Above auoreviaieu; wuie " -- - cfcokman's Alterative has been prove, by
many years' 'test to be most
for severe Throat ind A free mis.
BroiHbltis. Bronchial Asthma, Stubborn
Fourteen states now have laws pen-
sioning mothers. Illinois waa the
first to pass euch a law, followed by
California, Colorado, Washington, Min-
nesota, Utah, South Dakota, Idaho,
Iowa, Nebraska, Ohio, New Jersey.
Pennsylvania and Missouri.
Beyond His Comprehension.
"King Lear is a great character," re-
marked the friend. "Yes," answered
the actor; "I suppose you remember
my performance last season?" "No, 1
must confess I have never seen you in
the part." "Indeed!" was the rejoin-
der in a tone of gentle surprise. "Then
how on earth did you know It waa a
great character?" Liverpool Mercui .
Will G. Richmond, a resident of
Cal., will answer any Inquir-
ies about Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound. He says further "Foley'B
Honey and Tar Compound has greatly
benefited roe for bronchial trouble
and cough, after I used other rem-
edies that failed. It is more Hke a
food than a medicine." Do not ac-
cept a substitute. O. G. Schaefer and
lied Cross Drug Co. Adv,
Cold and in upbuilding
Contains no narootlrs, Poisons or habit
forming drugs. Ask for booklet tt
II ng
and write to
laboratory. Philadelphia. Pa.. fr
For sale by ail leading druggist
and E. . Murphey and Central Drug
CoGmpany. Subscribe for The Optic. MfJ V. V
LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, FRIDAY, OCTOBER 31, 1913.tJCHT
WE HAVE ON HAM)Taichert HasYour Overcoat
Talchert has your overcoat. Adv.Fresh Sealshipt Try a dram or Old Taylor Bourbonat the Opera Bar. Adv.
lamps at 6:41Light automobile
o'clock this evening.
a collection of very neat, art-
istic Furniture for every room
in the house. It is all strong-
ly and durably built, and the
finish to each article is per-
fect; We invite inspection,
and should be glad to' show
you through our large and
varied stock. Every piece is
warranted, and our pieces will
satisfy the most economical.
Carpets, Matting and Rugs
a specialty with us.
Taichert has your overcoat. Adv,
Fresh. Oysters. Another, shipment
Just In. The Blsmark. Open all
night Adv.
ysters
New Jersey Sweet Potatoes, Head
Lettuce, Cellery, Cranberries, Le-
mons, Pears, Apples, Bananas,
Grape Fruit, Strawberries, Tokay
Grapes at
X H. Stearns
I OVERCOATS
I lig
1 if 1
if ' i vr I
mm I
1 ' Your I
The kind
you are
looking for
$9.50
$12.50
$15.00 or
$25.00
Guaranteed
all Wool
Covertible
Collars
Gome In
and See
Them
inn
Correct
Garments for
Men
lllSlf5iilSlli
lllftjlll
I can (cur """
-
--
. )
.n
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Hunker are
the parents of a haby boy born to
them last night. Both mother and
baby are reported as doing nicely.
J. C. JOHNSEN m. SON
COMPLETE HOME FURNISHERS
'i
E. LAS VEGAS. - NEW MEX.
H
p
ti
t
i
t
i
Joe Baca and Alfonso Baca left
this morning for Santa Rosa where
they will take charge of about 200
head of cattle and drive them to this
city. They will be loaded here for
V.
eastern markets.
Jefferson Raynolds, President
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President. S. B. Davis, Vice President.
Hallet Raynolds, Cashier. . H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
Fresh Oysters. Another shipment
just in. The Blsmark. Open all
night. Adv.Messrs
Taichert has your overcoat. Adv.
On account of the illness of Dr. Ja
cob II. Landau the regular services
The furniture and fixtures belong-
ing to the United States attorney,
which have been used by S. B. Davis,
Jr., here, are being packed and will
be shipped to Albuquerque this week.
The W. N. Rosenthal Furniture com-
pany is shipping the goods to the
Duke City.
at Temple Montefiore will not occur
tonight. mUST Be Good
:
WHATEVER, J OU
WEAR UNDER IT
"Daddy" Jacoby, instigator of the
subscription contest for the Morning
FIRST NATIONAL BANK,
OF LAS VEGAS. N VI :
Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.
v
In every department of Banking we
eire prepa.red to give the best of service
Taichert lias your overcoat. Adv.
Easily Foiled
The sound of a step on the porch It
may be that of a friend or that of a
burglar. You don't know which, thus
adding the element of doubt to the
natural fear of investigating in the
dark.
In a wired house a mere touch on a
switch floods the house both inside
and outside with brilliant light.
The effect is safe, and sure whether
the caller be friend or foe.
Telegraph, this morning announced
that several people have entered the
contest and have obtained a consid-
erable number f votes.-- Mr. Jacoby
will announce the leader in the con-
test tomorrow. " '
You spend almost
A fire alarm was turned in this
morning from 913 Lincoln avenue,
but as the fire was extinguished by
the residents it was not necessary
that the department leave the fire
bouse. The fire originated In the
house and was easily extinguished,
The damage was slight.
M. M. Williamson, the travelingcenv
for 14. v
lias t f X
man who was arrested In Albuquer-
que last week at the request of the
local authorities for passing worth
the entire winter in it 1
and it is the most no-- I
ticeable garment you I
wear. It. therefore, 1
must be right in cut pi
and material. ; U
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
1
'
less checks here, yesterday afternoon
paid the amounts of the checks andFresh Oysters. Another shipmentjust in. The Bismark. Open all was released. Williamson obtained
Let ut wire your house for
Edison Mazda Lamps, which
afford every advantage and
convenience obtainable from
electric light, at the lowent cost
night. Adv. the money from his mother, who,
though not in good circumstances, finWord was received today that Mips We are showing a -; 1,050 FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR OGGRClara Robbins, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. c. C. Robbins, formerly resi larger assortment of
materials and styles
Las Vegas Light &
Power Co.
ally managed to secure the necessary
amount and have hr son released.
Mrs. Williamson lost a" fortune in the
big fire that swept over Colorado
Springs this year. The local firms
who accepted checks from William-
son have been paid the necessary
amounts and have withdrawn their
charges against the man.
in overcoats than ever j
dents of this city and well known
here, was seriously injured as the re-
sult of falling upon her knee. The
kneecap was badly injured, which
may cause a permanent trouble.
" " t t ' AI V. i; sirVbefore. Overcoats forthe large, the small,
the stout anii tall.The body of Mrs. Tina G. Elston,who died suddenly at her home Tues
day morning, will lie in state at the
Las Vegaa Undertaking parlors until
friends of Mrs. Elston who reside in
Oil City, Pa., arrive In the city. The LAND MODEL 59 TOVER
Large, Roomy Overcoats
at Prices From
$tO to $25
WATCH YOUR FIRES!
As a result of discovering several
smouldering fires' in streets and al-
leys late several nights this week,
Mayor R. J, Taupert this morning an-
nounced that he requested1 all citi-
zens burning leaves take special pre-
caution to put out the fire after the
leaves have been reduced to hot
V: "M
n--
fcody will be sent to Oil City where
burial will occur in the family plot.
ashes.
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aeJ
in wood. Direct from the distillery
to you. At the Ibby, of course.
AdT,
Telephone or call and we will have our demon-
strator show you
Las Vegas Automobile I Machine Co
Several big fires have originated
from neglected piles of burning leaves,
and considerable loss always results
from a blaze of this kind. The mayor
BUY AN AUTO DELIVERY VA CON
ncures Prompt Dallvarlmm at Minimum Expnma
Quick delivery means satisfied customers and more customers whom you can
satisfy. Durable in construction, reliable in operation cheaper than Lorse power
All those who were formerly mem
Wm. Whalen, Prop.Pbjne Main 344.bers of the Las Vegas troop of Boy la urgent in his request, but Is desir
Scouts and all those interested In the ous of seeing all dead leaves destroy
reorganization of the troop are cort rr-i- . i Pitl ir ) ed. The leaves do not improve thelooks of residence property and mayhe destroyed with little effort.dially invited to be present at theChristian church tomorrow eveningI " mil I1N1J1I
where he has resided since. He was
about 45 years of age and is surviv-
ed, besides his wife, by two daugh-
ters, Misses Josephine and Eleanor,
who also reside in California.
Nothing was learned concerning the
funeral arrangements, hut Mr. Dan-
iels probably will be burled in
. .h fa.. at 7:15 o'clock. The Rev. J. L. Imhof
is to be the scout master, and henl'ti I THE OLD RELIABLE&y 1 , expects to have the scouts operating
in good shape within two weeks.Vitf Vlhi
QUAIL- - SEASON OPENS v
Tomorrow marks the opening of
the quail season, and a large delega-
tion of local hunters will make trips
to the country in quest of this bird.
Several parties will make trips by
Wednesday afternoon, while work
ing with his brother at his home near
St. Anthony's sanitarium, Fred Tafo- - train to Rowe and Lamy, and from
ya was seriously Injured by an axe, theer will take wagons to the back
which flew from the handle, cutting ! country and hunt fof periods of from
A'-- :. '6. .... BOUCHER'one to two weeks.a
.deep gash in his head. He Is now
a patient at the Las Vegas hospital The deer season thus far has been
good, but an unusually small number
of bucks have been killed. All those
BAIN WAGON
'
Z
and is reported as improving. Tafoya
was mending a wagon with his brother
when the head of the axe used by
the latter flew off. Tafoya was con-
sidered in a dangerous condition un-
til this morning, when It was an-
nounced that he would recover.
nimrods' who will go out tomorrow
or next week for a several days' hunt
will he prepared to kill all kinds of
game that are In season.
Investigate its merits and obtain lull puriicul? ro from
GHAtSLES ILPELB COFJPAflY, Agents
DELICIOUS
EATABLES
FULL CREAM CHEESE
Genuine Camembert
JIM DAN1E1S DIES
BY HIS OWN HANDAT THE HOME OF
T!!E BEST OF EVEBYTBING "EATABLE- -
Managers Duncan and Browne have
announced that beginning Monday of
next week and running for three
days "The Rattlesnake," the first pic-
ture taken in Las Vegas by the Lubin
New Mexico Motion Picture com-
pany, will be shown at both the
Browne and Photoplay theaters. This
picture has been subjected to close
scrutiny by the Lubin company at
Philadelphia and other experts and
is said to be one of the best of its
class.
FORMER LAS VEGAN COMMITS
SUICIDE WHILE TEMPOR-
ARILY INSANE
You ouht to eat our
"Virginia" Bacon
for breakfast Gross, Kelly & Co.
Sole AgentsA full lina of fresh Cereals, Pettljohn'sBreakfast Food, Grains of Gold, Forl-nos- e,
Pearl Hominy, Homlnv Grits,
Cream of Wheat, Imperial Oat Meal,
Quaker Oats, Kellogg's Wheat Bis-
cuit, Kellogg Corn Flakes. Shredded
Wheat, Post Toasties, Quaker Puffed
Rice, Quaker Puffed Wheat, Quaker
Corn Puffs and Aunt Jami ma's Pan-
cake Flour.
Fancy Cauliflower, Lettuce
Cellery and Sweet Potatoes
Mora Vegetables
Apples Galore, Cranberries
Word was received this morning
through a private telegram that Jule
H. Daniels, ! formerly a resident of
Las Vegas and well known here, while
temporarily insane Wednesday, com-tte-
suicide at Ocean Park, Calif.
The information was received by one
of Mr. Daniels' close friends here.
According to hearsay, Mr. Daniels
had been in financial trouble for sav-er-
weeks and other troubles had
made him practically an insane man.
The method of suicide is not known.
Mr. Daniels resided in Las Vegas for
25 years, and during his residence
here was employed by Gross, Kelly
and Company. He was a valued em-
ploye of that firm. About four years
ago. Mr. Daniels moved to Californ'.a
G&A L n O B VJO B
MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY
SWASTIKA COAL
W H O LE SALE AND R E TA I L
Take up your RUGS
And CARPETS
Have tbem cleaned on the
Floor w itli the
VACUUM CLEANER
For Particulars Telephone Main 35
GRAAF & I1AMBD CO.I iiij
if? r? o 4T1 r ? ftoMWri)IT 1 F s& a y
